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We address the question of whether symmetry-protected topological (SPT) order can persist at nonzero
temperature, with a focus on understanding the thermal stability of several models studied in the theory of
quantum computation. We present three results in this direction. First, we prove that nontrivial SPT order
protected by a global onsite symmetry cannot persist at nonzero temperature, demonstrating that several quantum
computational structures protected by such onsite symmetries are not thermally stable. Second, we prove
that the three-dimensional (3D) cluster-state model used in the formulation of topological measurement-based
quantum computation possesses a nontrivial SPT-ordered thermal phase when protected by a generalized (1-form)
symmetry. The SPT order in this model is detected by long-range localizable entanglement in the thermal state,
which compares with related results characterizing SPT order at zero temperature in spin chains using localizable
entanglement as an order parameter. Our third result is to demonstrate that the high-error tolerance of this 3D
cluster-state model for quantum computation, even without a protecting symmetry, can be understood as an
application of quantum error correction to effectively enforce a 1-form symmetry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Topological phases are not only fascinating from the
perspective of fundamental physics but are also well suited for
the design of quantum computers, for two essential reasons.
First, such phases possess topology-dependent ground-state
degeneracies, into which quantum information can be encoded
and which can manifest themselves through boundary degrees
of freedom. That is, qubits arranged on a spin lattice in a
topologically ordered phase are an instance of a quantum error
correcting code: information is encoded in nonlocal degrees of
freedom, offering robustness to local errors that can be detected
through the measurement of local syndromes. Second, these
desirable properties are robust against perturbations that act
locally on the system [1], making them ideal for quantum infor-
mation processing with faulty devices without the requirement
of precise control over all microscopic degrees of freedom.

Although much of the existing work on the study of
topological phases is devoted to studying ground-state (zero-
temperature) properties, identifying systems that can maintain
their quantum coherence in equilibrium at some nonzero
temperature would be highly desirable for quantum computing
applications. Most of the well-studied exactly solvable models
in two or three dimensions (such as Kitaev’s toric code) do not
maintain their topological order except at zero temperature
[2,3]. The full range of phenomena of topological models in
three or more dimensions has yet to be fully explored, though,
so there is plenty of room for optimism.

A promising new direction in recent years is to add a
symmetry to the mix. Symmetries have historically proven to
be a powerful tool for understanding the structure and thermal
stability of many-body phases of matter, for example, Landau’s
paradigm of symmetry breaking, the Mermin-Wagner theorem
[4], and Elitzur’s theorem [5]. More recently, symmetries have
been used to characterize the order in systems away from
equilibrium, such as periodically driven (Floquet) systems,
where the thermalization time can be long [6,7]. Even at

zero temperature, a rich set of ordered phases can appear
even in trivial models when a symmetry is enforced; such
symmetry-protected topological (SPT) phases are described
by short-range entangled states that cannot be adiabatically
connected to a trivial product state while preserving the
symmetry [8–10]. Like topological phases, these SPT phases
can possess ground-state degeneracies manifested through
boundary degrees of freedom, and these degeneracies are
robust against local symmetry-respecting perturbations. With
symmetry, new avenues open up. For example, SPT nontrivial
phases can be identified even in spin chains with only one
spatial dimension; nontrivial topological phases require at least
two dimensions (2D).

Nontrivial SPT phases are not likely to be useful for defining
good quantum codes, mainly because this would require a
very strong assumption about the error model (i.e., that it
respects the symmetry). Nonetheless, SPT phases have found
several applications in our understanding of other features of
quantum computation. First, the model for measurement-based
quantum computation (MBQC) [11] can be understood in
terms of performing computations on fractionalized edge
modes associated with the boundaries of symmetry-protected
phases of spin chains [12–14]; a very precise relationship
between the computational properties of a spin chain and
its SPT order was developed by Else et al. [15,16] and
Miller et al. [17]. Second, a direct relationship between
the set of fault-tolerant gates for a topological code, the
classification of gapped boundaries of this code, and SPT
phases for which these gapped boundaries serve as ground
states has been shown [18,19]. This relationship is useful for
the construction of fault-tolerant non-Clifford gates and may
have applications in magic state distillation. These results hint
at a new relationship between such gapped domain walls and
SPT-ordered phases on the boundary, in particular in higher
dimensions.

Very little is known about the thermal stability of SPT-
ordered systems, and the possibility is left open that some
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of the robust properties of SPT-ordered phases for quantum
computing may survive at nonzero temperature when the local
symmetry is enforced. The presence of SPT order in thermal
systems is deeply connected to survival of the aforementioned
gapped boundaries in a topological code and their associated
fault-tolerant non-Clifford gates at nonzero temperature. The
survival of SPT order for systems excited out of the ground
state has been investigated in the context of many-body
localization [20,21].

Our first result is a proof that a nontrivial SPT phase
protected by a global onsite (zero-form) symmetry cannot
exist for any nonzero temperature. This proof requires us
to formulate a definition of nontrivial SPT order for thermal
states, which we do through an appropriate definition of a
symmetric Gibbs state together with a definition of nontrivial
SPT order for mixed states based on circuit complexity
following a similar approach by Hastings for topological order
[2]. We prove this result for the broad class of models described
by group cohomology [22].

As SPT order has been shown to be an enabling feature of
measurement-based quantum computation, this no-go result
would suggest that thermal states at nonzero temperature
cannot be used as resource states for such schemes. Surpris-
ingly, though, we know this to be false, through the existence
of several counterexamples. The topological cluster-state
scheme of Raussendorf et al. [23] is the basis for essentially
all currently pursued high-error-threshold architectures for
quantum computing (its circuit-model implementation gives
the well-studied “surface code” architecture [24]). Using a
cluster-state Hamiltonian in three dimensions, the results of
Ref. [25] show that the thermal state of this model is a resource
for quantum computation below some critical temperature.
This is despite the fact that this cluster-model Hamiltonian does
not undergo any thermodynamic phase transition, even when
protected by an onsite symmetry, and so the physical origin of
its thermal stability remains elusive. Other three-dimensional
(3D) Hamiltonians have been proposed that are universal for
MBQC at nonzero temperature [26–28], but there is currently
no guiding principle explaining the thermal robustness of
MBQC.

As our second result, we present and analyze the 3D
cluster-state model from the perspective of SPT order, and
show that this model possesses a nontrivial SPT phase at
nonzero temperature when protected by a 1-form symmetry.
Higher-form symmetries are a natural generalization of the
0-form global symmetry for which the group action is onsite.
A q-form symmetry can be imposed by an operator acting
on a closed codimension-q manifold M. When q > 0, the
symmetry imposes much stronger constraints than the onsite,
q = 0 case. Several recent works have investigated SPT phases
with higher-form symmetries [29–34]. By enforcing a 1-form
symmetry on the 3D cluster-state model, we prove that SPT
ordering in 1-form symmetric models can be maintained at
nonzero temperature. We explicitly construct types of nonlocal
order parameters that characterize this SPT ordering in the
thermal state. These order parameters consist of pairs of
membranes, and when equipped with local error-correcting
operations on the boundaries serve as a witness of the long-
range localizable entanglement that is present in the thermal
state.

Our third result is to provide an operational interpretation
of this SPT ordering under the 1-form symmetry, using the
concept of localizable entanglement in the thermal state.
This interpretation provides an explanation of the thermal
stability of the topological cluster-state model for quantum
computation, even for the case where symmetries are not
enforced. In one dimension, the SPT ordering at zero tem-
perature of the cluster-state model protected by a global
0-form Z2 × Z2 symmetry is characterized by the ability
to localize entanglement in the ground state between the
fractionalized edge modes via symmetry-adapted measure-
ments in the bulk [15,16]. By analogy, in the 3D cluster-
state model, we demonstrate that our order parameter takes
near-maximal values for the nontrivial SPT phase at low
temperature, which guarantees robustness of the localizable
entanglement between two boundary surface codes of this
model via symmetry-adapted measurements in the bulk. In
addition to localizing entanglement, the measurements provide
complete information about the 1-form symmetry operators.
Therefore, even when the 1-form symmetry is not enforced,
measurement of these symmetry operators allows for error
correction of the resulting thermal state to the corresponding
thermal SPT-ordered state for which entanglement is ensured.
Therefore, the scheme can offer thermal stability even without
enforcing the symmetry.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we formulate
and define the types of models and relevant notions of SPT
order for thermal states. We then provide a proof that SPT
order protected by an onsite symmetry cannot exist at nonzero
temperature. We prove this first for a well-known SPT model in
2D, and then for the more general group cohomology models.
In Sec. III we show that the 3D cluster model possesses SPT
order at nonzero temperature, protected by a 1-form symmetry.
We show this first through an argument based on gauging and
second through a nonlocal order parameter. In Sec. IV we
discuss the nontrivial SPT protected by 1-form symmetry in
the context of measurement-based quantum computation. We
conclude with a discussion and outlook in Sec. V.

II. THERMAL SPT ORDER

In this section we introduce the types of models we will
be treating and the relevant definitions of SPT order. We then
develop a tool set to analyze SPT order in a thermal setting,
making use of the well-known framework of simulating
thermalization of quantum many-body systems based on the
Davies map [35,36]. Our main result in this section is a proof of
the instability of SPT order at nonzero temperature for models
in arbitrary dimension protected by an onsite symmetry.

A. The setting

Consider a discrete lattice � embedded in a D-dimensional
manifold MD . Spins with local Hilbert space Hi are placed at
each site i ∈ � (“sites” can be chosen to be at vertices, edges,
etc., of the lattice), with total Hilbert space H = ⊗i∈�Hi . The
types of models that we are considering can be represented
by local, commuting projector Hamiltonians H = ∑

X hX,
where each local term hX is supported on a subset X ⊆ �

with diam(X) � const. We assume that the system has some
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symmetry described by a group G, with unitary representation
S. The symmetries we consider can be onsite symmetries, as
well as more general higher-form symmetries, which we now
define. An onsite symmetry takes the form

S(g) =
⊗
i∈�

ui(g), (1)

where ui(g) is the representation of G on a single site i ∈ �. A
q-form symmetry (for some q ∈ {0,1, . . . ,D − 1}) consists of
operators SM(g), supported on codimension-q submanifolds
M in MD , with g ∈ G [29–34]. In this language, an onsite
symmetry may also be referred to as a 0-form symmetry. In
such a theory, charged excitations are q-dimensional objects
and symmetry operators impose conservation laws on higher-
dimensional charged objects.

A useful way to classify phases of matter at zero tempera-
ture is to use circuit complexity [37]. A quantum circuit may
be represented as

Ucirc =
d∏

j=1

Dj where Dj = u
(j )
1 ⊗ u

(j )
2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u

(j )
kj

, (2)

where each geometrically local gate u
(j )
k is supported on a

region of radius at most r , and d is the number of layers.
The depth of such a circuit is defined to be the product rd,
and a circuit is known as low depth if rd is constant in the
system size.1 We say a ground state of a gapped Hamiltonian
H is short-range entangled, if it can be transformed into a
product state using a low-depth circuit [37]. In the context
of SPT phases, the local gates u

(j )
k of a quantum circuit are

constrained to commute with the symmetry S(g).
Namely, SPT order at zero temperature is defined in the

following way. Let |ψ〉 be the unique ground state of a gapped
Hamiltonian H on a closed (without boundary) lattice, with
symmetry G. Then, |ψ〉 belongs to a nontrivial SPT phase if

(1) it is short-range entangled,
(2) any low-depth circuit connecting |ψ〉 to a product state

has gates that break the symmetry.
We emphasize that while there may exist a low-depth

symmetric unitary map that connects a state with nontrivial
SPT order to a product state, the local gates composing it
cannot be symmetric. SPT models have trivial bulk properties
in the sense that they have no exotic excitations or degeneracies
dependent on the topology of the underlying manifold. Despite
this absence, interesting protected surface states are known
to appear at the boundary of an SPT phase. For example,
in one dimension (1D), nontrivial SPT chains can exhibit
fractionalized edge modes at their endpoints, such as with
spin-1 antiferromagnets in the Haldane phase or Majorana
nanowires. In general, in higher dimensions, it is believed that
the 1D surface of a 2D SPT must be gapless or break the
symmetry [38,39], while in three or more dimensions it is
believed that the surface must be gapless, break the symmetry,
or be topologically ordered [40,41].

A large and well-known class of SPT models are the group
cohomology models protected by onsite symmetries [22]. In

1Note that it is common to refer to r and d as the range and the depth
of the circuit Ucirc, respectively, but we do not make this distinction.

terms of circuit depth, using gates of constant range, these wave
functions require a circuit of depth O(N ) to symmetrically
disentangle, where N is the number of spins (for example,
the one-dimensional case is proven in [42]). While this class
captures a large number of SPT phases, there are known models
beyond group cohomology, including 3D models that are
protected by time-reversal symmetry [43–46]. More recently,
looking beyond onsite symmetries has led to generalized SPT
models protected by higher-form symmetries, both in the
continuum and on the lattice [31,33,34].

B. Defining SPT order for thermal states

As defined above, SPT order is manifestly a pattern of
entanglement in the gapped ground state of a Hamiltonian. In
this section we extend this definition to systems at nonzero
temperature after briefly reviewing thermalization via the
Davies map [35,36]. We will argue that in the presence of
symmetry, a natural notion of a thermal state at temperature T

is the symmetric Gibbs ensemble

ρ(β) = lim
λ→∞

ρλ(β), (3)

where β = T −1, and ρλ(β) is the (usual) Gibbs ensemble of a
modified Hamiltonian H (λ):

ρλ(β) = Z(λ)−1e−βH (λ), H (λ) = H − λ
∑
g∈G

S(g), (4)

whereZ(λ) = Tre−βH (λ). Note that in the case of a higher-form
symmetry, the sum in Eq. (4) is over all symmetry operators.
The symmetric ensemble arises naturally in two different
contexts: (i) the fixed point of a system thermalizing in the
presence of a symmetry, (ii) the post-error-corrected state of
a thermal ensemble. We will overview the first point (i) in
this section, before returning to error correction in detail in
Sec. IV B.

To motivate this notion of a symmetric thermal state,
consider thermalization as modeled by weakly coupling the
system to a bosonic bath

H ′ = HS ⊗ IB + IS ⊗ HB + Hint, (5)

where HS is the system Hamiltonian describing the SPT phase,
HB is the bath Hamiltonian, and Hint = ∑

α sα ⊗ bα is the
interaction Hamiltonian comprised of the system and bath
operators sα and bα , respectively. The interaction Hamiltonian
is constrained by the symmetry in that it must commute with
the symmetry on the joint system U (g) = S(g) ⊗ IB . Note that
we require no other symmetry of the bath, other than that the
couplings respect the system symmetry S(g).

In order to realize the usual Gibbs ensemble as the fixed
point of the reduced system dynamics, we require the dynamics
to be ergodic. This is usually achieved by choosing bath
couplings that are as simple as possible while ensuring the
system operators address all energy levels of the system
Hamiltonian HS . The necessary and sufficient condition for
ergodicity is that no nontrivial operators commute with all of
the Hamiltonian and system operators [47,48]. In the presence
of symmetry, such a choice in general will not be possible since
the system operators sα must respect the symmetry. Therefore,
ergodicity can only be achieved on a given sector, and for the
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sake of concreteness we focus our attention on the symmetric
sector [the +1 eigenspace of U (g)].

We assume that the coupling is chosen such that the only
operators that commute with HS and all of the system operators
sα are symmetry operators, and additionally that the initial state
belongs to the symmetric sector. Then, following the Davies
prescription, the unique fixed point of the dynamics generated
by the above interaction will be the symmetric Gibbs ensemble
of Eq. (3). We will return to the assumption of the initial state
belonging to the symmetric sector in Sec. IV, specifically in
the context of error correction.

Given this ensemble, let us now define what it means to have
SPT order at nonzero temperature by modifying a definition
due to Hastings [2]. The notion of a trivial state is replaced by
a classical symmetric ensemble, which is the symmetric Gibbs
ensemble of a classical Hamiltonian Hcl . Here, a classical
Hamiltonian refers to a Hamiltonian expressible by a sum
of terms diagonal in a local product basis. To define SPT at
nonzero temperature, we follow Hastings [2] and ask what is
the circuit depth required to approximate the symmetric Gibbs
ensemble, beginning with a classical Gibbs ensemble.

Definition 1. Let ρ be the symmetric Gibbs state of a
Hamiltonian H that has symmetry S(g), g ∈ G, and a short-
range entangled, unique ground state. We say ρ is (r,ε) SPT
trivial if there exist the following:

(1) an enlarged Hilbert space H′ = H ⊗ K;
(2) a classical, nondegenerate Hamiltonian Hcl defined on

H′ with symmetry

U (g) = S(g) ⊗ IK; (6)

(3) a circuit U with depth r acting on the enlarged space
H′, composed of symmetric gates, such that

‖ρ − TrK(UρclU†)‖1 < ε, (7)

where ρcl is the symmetric Gibbs ensemble of Hcl , and ‖ . . . ‖1
denotes the trace norm.

We make a few remarks on this definition. First, we
require Hcl in the definition to be nondegenerate to exclude
spontaneous symmetry breaking since the symmetric Gibbs
state of such a system can be highly nontrivial in terms of
circuit depth. Second, we make the choice of symmetry in
Eq. (6) to avoid the following situation. Suppose the choice
of symmetry was given by U (g) = S(g) ⊗ S(g). For any
SPT-ordered state |ψ〉 with symmetry S(g), there exists a
state |ψ−1〉 with symmetry S(g) such that |ψ〉 ⊗ |ψ−1〉 can
be prepared from a product state by a constant depth circuit
that is symmetric under U (g). This property is referred to as the
invertibility of SPT phases [49]. After tracing out the second
subsystem, this choice of symmetry would imply that |ψ〉 is
(r,0) trivial (even at T = 0) for some constant r .

Operationally, the above definition asserts than an SPT-
trivial state is one that can be prepared from a classical ensem-
ble using a low-depth symmetric quantum circuit (potentially
with ancillas). An important consequence of this definition is
that if a (symmetric) Gibbs ensemble can be expressed (up to
error ε) as a mixture of (r,0) SPT-trivial states, then it is an
(r,ε) SPT-trivial state [2]. Indeed, our strategy in the following
section will be to show that the symmetric Gibbs ensemble of
SPTs protected by onsite symmetries can be approximated by

CZ

CZ

CZ

CZ

CZ

CZ

Xv

CZ

CZ

CZ

CZ

CZ

CZ

Xv

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. (a) The triangular lattice and one of the terms hv

belonging to H1. The 1-link of the vertex v is the set of thick blue
edges. (b) A valid configuration has sinks (red) for each square region
in Pl , where a sink is a vertex v with kv = 0.

a convex combination of states, each of which is symmetrically
low-depth equivalent to a product state.

C. Onsite symmetric models have no SPT order
at nonzero temperature

We now show that any SPT-ordered Hamiltonian H with
an onsite symmetry is trivial at any T > 0 according to the
above definition. For concreteness, we focus on a particular
2D example with Z2 onsite symmetry and defer the more
general result to the next subsection. The proof proceeds
by first constructing a new Hamiltonian H ′ from H whose
Gibbs ensemble approximates that of H and is obtained by
removing terms from H . By dividing the lattice into disjoint
regions of small size (i.e., logarithmic in the system size),
the missing terms present within each region allow us to
define a circuit with small depth that transforms H ′ into a
trivial Hamiltonian describing a paramagnet. We find that
many tools used to prove that two-dimensional, commuting
projector Hamiltonians have trivial (intrinsic) topological
order at nonzero temperature (in the absence of symmetry)
in Ref. [2] apply in this context.

Our proof method has the following physical interpretation.
In the SPT-ordered Hamiltonian H , excitations are pointlike
objects and the Z2 onsite symmetry imposes a conservation
law on H that the number of pointlike excitations must
be even. By removing terms in H ′, we create sinks where
single pointlike excitations can be created and destroyed,
circumventing the above conservation law. Using these sinks,
one can construct a symmetric disentangler out of operators
that move pointlike excitations into the sinks. This construction
leaves open the possibility of thermal SPT order in the presence
of higher-form symmetries, as the removed terms do not act as
sinks for the higher-dimensional excitations of these models,
as we investigate in the next section.

The example 2D model we consider was first discussed in
[39] (although it appeared previously in a different guise in
[38]), and will capture the key ingredients used to prove the
general case. Consider a triangular lattice whose set of vertices,
edges, and faces is labeled by 	0, 	1, and 	2, respectively.
On each vertex v ∈ 	0 resides a qubit as in Fig. 1(a), and let
N = |	0| be the number of qubits. Consider first the trivial
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paramagnet

H0 = −
∑
v∈	0

Xv, (8)

where Xv is the Pauli X operator acting on the qubit at vertex
v. The unique, gapped ground state of this model is the trivial
product state |ψ0〉 = |+〉⊗N , where |+〉 = 1√

2
(|0〉 + |1〉). The

Hamiltonian, and thus the unique ground state, possess an
onsite Z2 symmetry generated by

S =
⊗
v∈	0

Xv. (9)

We would like to construct a model with the same symmetry,
but belonging to a nontrivial SPT phase. We first define the
controlled-Z unitary acting on two qubits sharing an edge
e = (v1,v2) to be

CZ(v1,v2) = exp

[
iπ

4

(
I − Zv1

)(
I − Zv2

)]
. (10)

The nontrivial model can be constructed from these operators
as a sum of local terms

H1 = −
∑
v∈	0

hv, hv = Xv

∏
e∈link1(v)

CZe, (11)

where the link1(v) consists of the neighboring edges of v that
do not contain v, as depicted by thick blue edges in Fig. 1(a).
We note that H1 is slightly different to the model presented in
[39], but they are equivalent up to a constant depth quantum
circuit comprised of symmetric gates. Each of the terms hv are
commuting and satisfy h2

v = I , and therefore have eigenvalues
±1. One can confirm that this model shares the same Z2

symmetry as the trivial paramagnetic model H0.
The unique ground state |ψ1〉 is the +1 eigenstate of each

of the terms hv . Additionally, one can show that this model
is short-range entangled, as it can be connected to the trivial
ground state via the following unitary U1 = ∏

t∈	2
C⊗2Zt ,

where C⊗2Zt is the 3-qubit controlled-Z unitary acting on
qubits in a triangle t = (v1,v2,v3) as

C⊗2Zt = exp

[
iπ

8

(
I − Zv1

)(
I − Zv2

)(
I − Zv3

)]
. (12)

The unitary U1 given by the whole circuit commutes with the
symmetry [U1,S] = 0, provided the lattice has no boundary.
But, importantly, each gate in the circuit is not symmetric on
its own, [C⊗2Zt,S] �= 0. It is shown in [39] that H1 cannot be
adiabatically connected to the trivial paramagnet H0 without
closing the gap or breaking the symmetry, so it is impossible
to approximate U1 by a constant depth circuit comprised of
symmetric gates. Therefore, H1 has nontrivial SPT order at
zero temperature.

Now, let us show that the model H1 becomes SPT trivial at
nonzero temperature. Similarly to Refs. [2,50], we associate
a binary value kv ∈ {0,1} to each site v ∈ 	0 to indicate the
presence or absence of a term in an imperfect Hamiltonian:

H (k) = −
∑
v∈	0

kvhv, (13)

where k ∈ {0,1}N . For a given imperfect Hamiltonian H (k)
we say a site v is a sink if kv = 0, corresponding to a missing

term. We now wish to express the Gibbs ensemble in terms of
a convex sum of the ground spaces of imperfect Hamiltonians.
Let ρ(k) be the uniform mixture of symmetric ground states
of H (k). Then, following [50], we define the free symmetric
ensemble at β = T −1 as

ρf (β) =
∑

k∈{0,1}N
Pr(k)ρ(k), (14)

where Pr(k) is a probability distribution

Pr(k) = (1 − pβ)w(k)p
N−w(k)
β , pβ = 2

e2β + 1
, (15)

and w(k) is the Hamming weight of the vector k (the number
of nonzero entries).

Lemma 1. Let ρ(β) be the symmetric Gibbs ensemble of
H1 with T > 0, then

‖ρ(β) − ρf (β)‖1 � O(e−ηN ) (16)

for some constant η > 0 (independent of system size).
Proof. The proof is similar to that in Ref. [50]. Consider

first the usual Gibbs ensemble ρ ′(β) of H1 (without enforcing
the symmetry). Because H1 is a sum of commuting terms, we
have

ρ ′(β) = 1

Z ′
∏
v∈	0

eβhv . (17)

Since each term satisfies h2
v = I , we have exp(βhv) =

cosh(β)I + sinh(β)hv . Introducing a new normalization factor
Z̃ = (eβ + e−β )NZ ′ we have

ρ ′(β) = 1

Z̃
∏
v∈	0

[
(1 − p)

I + hv

2
+ p

I

2

]
, (18)

where we have set p = 2/(e2β + 1). Expanding this out and
introducing a dummy binary variable kv for each vertex v ∈
	0, we have

ρ ′(β) = 1

Z̃
∑

k∈{0,1}N

[ ∏
v∈	0

(1 − p)kvp1−kv

(
I + kvhv

2

)]
, (19)

which we can rewrite as

ρ ′(β) = 1

Z̃
∑

k∈{0,1}N
Pr(k)ρ(k), (20)

where

ρ(k) = 1

2N

∏
v∈	0

(I + kvhv), (21)

and Pr(k) is given by Eq. (15). Note that ρ(k) is a uniform
mixture of all ground states of the imperfect Hamiltonian
H (k). Let us confirm that the normalization of ρ(k) is correct.
For any subset M ⊆ 	0, we have

Tr

(∏
v∈M

hv

)
= Tr

(∏
v∈M

U1XvU
†
1

)
= Tr

(∏
v∈M

Xv

)
= 0,

(22)
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and therefore Tr [ρ(k)] = 1. Now, notice that

∑
k∈{0,1}N

Pr(k) =
N∑

l=0

(
N

l

)
(1 − p)lpN−l = 1, (23)

and therefore Z̃ = 1, which means we have

ρ ′(β) =
∑

k∈{0,1}N
Pr(k)ρ(k). (24)

Having considered the usual Gibbs ensemble without symme-
tries, we now consider the Gibbs ensemble with the symmetry
enforced. Let P = (I + S)/2 be the projector onto the +1
eigenspace of S [recall, S is the symmetry operator defined
in Eq. (9)]. The symmetric Gibbs ensemble ρ(β) can be
obtained by projecting ρ ′(β) into the symmetric sector and
renormalizing

ρ(β) = Pρ ′(β)P

Tr[Pρ ′(β)P ]
. (25)

For k1 := (1, . . . ,1), the Hamiltonian H (k1) has a unique and
symmetric ground state and therefore ρ(k1) = ρ(k1). For k �=
k1, the imperfect Hamiltonian H (k) has a 2N−w(k)-dimensional
ground space, which is partitioned equally into the +1 and −1
eigenspaces of S. Therefore, we have

Tr[Pρ(k)P ] = 1
2 Tr[ρ(k)] = 1

2 ∀ k �= k1. (26)

The symmetric ground-space projectors of the imperfect
Hamiltonian H (k) can be written

ρ(k) =
{

ρ(k) if k = k1,

2Pρ(k)P otherwise.
(27)

Let us evaluate the normalization factor Z = Tr[Pρ ′(β)P ].
We obtain

Z =
∑

k∈{0,1}N
Pr(k) Tr[Pρ(k)P ]

=
∑
k �=k1

1

2
Pr(k) + Pr(k1) = 1

2
[1 + Pr(k1)]. (28)

In particular, notice that Z ∈ [ 1
2 ,1]. Then, the trace distance

between ρf (β) and ρ(β) is given by

‖ρ(β) − ρf (β)‖1

=
∥∥∥∥∥∥Z−1

∑
k∈{0,1}N

Pr(k)Pρ(k)P −
∑

k∈{0,1}N
Pr(k)ρ(k)

∥∥∥∥∥∥
1

.

(29)

Using Eq. (27), and the triangle inequality, we get

‖ρ(β) − ρf (β)‖1

� (2 − Z−1)
∑
k �=k1

Pr(k)‖Pρ(k)P ‖1

+ (1 − Z−1)Pr(k1)‖ρ(k1)‖1 (30)

= (2 − Z−1)
∑
k �=k1

Pr(k)
1

2
+ (Z−1 − 1)Pr(k1), (31)

where we have used Eq. (26) in the second line. Then, making
use of Eqs. (23) and (28), we get

‖ρ(β) − ρf (β)‖1 � 1

2
(2 − Z−1)[1 − Pr(k1)]

+ (Z−1 − 1)Pr(k1) (32)

� 2 Pr(k1)

1 + Pr(k1)
. (33)

Since Pr(k1) = (1 − pβ)N and pβ ∈ (0,1] for T > 0, we
therefore have

‖ρ(β) − ρf (β)‖1 � 2e−N ln(1−pβ ). (34)

Setting η = − ln(1 − pβ) > 0, the claim follows. �
We now divide up the lattice into a square grid Pl as

in Fig. 1(b), with each square region having side length
l = [c ln(L)]

1
2 for some constant c. We will choose c to

be sufficiently large to ensure that, with high probability,
there will be at least one sink within each square region. A
configuration k is called l valid if there is a sink in every
square region and invalid otherwise. We want to show that the
Gibbs state ρ(β) at inverse temperature β is well approximated
by a distribution over l-valid configurations.

Lemma 2. For a given grid Pl , let V ⊆ {0,1}N be the set of
l-valid configurations, and let

ρV (β) =
∑
k∈V

Pr(k)ρ(k). (35)

For any T > 0, there exists a constant δ > 0 (independent of
system size) such that ρV (β) satisfies

‖ρV (β) − ρ(β)‖1 � O(L−δ). (36)

Proof. Recall that Pr(k) = ∏
v∈	0

(1 − p)kvp1−kv , such that
1 − p is the probability of having a sink at a given vertex.
Let PV := ∑

k∈V Pr(k), then from Lemma 1, we have the
following:

‖ρV (β) − ρ(β)‖1 =
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
k �∈V

Pr(k)ρ̄(k)

∥∥∥∥∥∥
1

(37)

�
∑
k �∈V

Pr(k) (38)

= 1 − PV . (39)

Let B be the set of vertices within a square region of the grid
Pl . The contribution of configurations containing at least one
sink in each square region is given by

PV =
∏

squares B

(1 − qB), (40)

where qB = (1 − p)|B| is the probability that square region
B contains no sink. Since the probability of each square
having a sink is independent, and there are n = L2/c ln(L)
squares in the grid Pl , using Bernoulli’s inequality, we
have

PV = (1 − qB)n � 1 − nqB. (41)
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Since |B| = c ln(L), we have qB = Lc ln(1−p), and Eq. (39)
becomes

‖ρV (β) − ρ(β)‖1 � L2+c ln(1−p)

c ln(L)
(42)

� 1

c
L−δ, (43)

where we have defined δ = −2 − c ln(1 − p). Notice that
for T > 0, we have ln(1 − p) < 0. Therefore, choosing c >

−2/ ln(1 − p) gives δ > 0. �
We can now show that the symmetric Gibbs ensemble ρ(β)

is SPT trivial by constructing a symmetric disentangling circuit
that maps ρ(k) to a product state, for each valid configuration
k. Then, since ρ(β) is approximated by a sum of SPT-trivial
states, it follows that ρ(β) is SPT trivial. We note that the
following theorem also applies if we replace the symmetric
Gibbs ensemble by the usual Gibbs ensemble.

Theorem 1. For any T > 0, the symmetric Gibbs ensemble
ρ(β) of H1 is (r,ε) SPT trivial, where r = O[log

1
2 (L)], and

ε = O(L−δ).
Proof. Let k be a valid configuration. To construct a

disentangling circuit Dk for ρ(k) we define the elementary
gates of the circuit

U(v,w) = exp

(
π

4
hvZvZw

)
,

W(v,w) = exp

(
π

4
XvZvZw

)
, v,w ∈ 	0. (44)

Notice that both U(v,w) and W(v,w) are symmetric. Moreover,
for any vertex v, and any sink h, the operator ZvZh has the
following commutation and anticommutation relations:

{hv,ZvZh} = 0, [hw,ZvZh] = 0 ∀ w �= v. (45)

Because of the above relations, we can interpret ZvZh as an
operator which creates an excitation at vertex v in the imperfect
Hamiltonian H (k).

The disentangling circuit Dk is composed of a number
of layers Dk = ∏d

j=1 Dj , such that each Dj is comprised

of gates with constant range, and d = [c′ ln(L)]
1
2 for some

constant c′. The goal is to first disentangle terms near each sink,
and then then inductively the next-nearest neighbors, moving
outwards as depicted in Fig. 2. We define sets of vertices which
determine the order that we perform the gates. Let the initial
set of vertices V (0) contain exactly one sink in each square
region (if there are many in each square region, choose any of
them). Then, for j � 1, let

V (j ) = {v ∈ 	0|dist(v,w) � j for some w ∈ V (0)} (46)

be the union of balls of radius j around each sink, where
dist(v,w) is the shortest path between vertices v and w. We
also define

V (j ) = V (j ) \ V (j − 1) (47)

to be the set of vertices in V (j ) that are not in V (j − 1).
Notice that for increasing j, V (j ) defines neighborhoods of
increasing size around each of the sinks, and that V (j ) can be
considered the boundary set of vertices of V (j ).

FIG. 2. The disentangler acts first on terms in H (k) neighboring
the sinks (red), then moves outward. The set V (0) consists of the
sinks, depicted in red and the successive shaded blue disks represent
the sets V (1), V (2), and V (3).

For any vertex v, let hj (v) ∈ V (j ) be the nearest vertex to
v that belongs to V (j ) (if there are multiple, choose any of
them). Then, the j th layer of the circuit is defined by

D′
j =

∏
v∈V (j )

U[v,hj−1(v)]. (48)

Now, D′
j has constant depth for each j because it is comprised

of gates supported on a small neighborhood of V (j ). The
gates can be divided into nonoverlapping sets, each of which
can be performed simultaneously (for example, the lattice is
3-colorable, and all gates U(v,hj−1(v)) with v a fixed color can
be performed in parallel).

Each gate U(v,w) has the following action under conjugation:

hv → −ZvZw, (49)

and commutes with hl for all l �= v,w, and ZxZy for all x,y �=
v. Notice that for the first layer, D1 conjugates all the terms hv

sharing an edge with a sink into terms −ZvZh0(v), where h0(v)
is the sink adjacent to the vertex v. Subsequent layers Dj map
all the terms hv inside V (j ) to terms of the form ZvZw. Let the
constant c′ be chosen such that d = [c′ ln(L)]

1
2 is the diameter

of each square region. Since each square region has a sink in
it, we have V (d) = 	0. Therefore, after at most d layers, the
circuit D′

k = ∏d
j=1 D′

j conjugates the imperfect Hamiltonian
H (k) into a sum of terms of the form ZvZw.

Next, we make use of the gates W(v,w). In a similar way, we
define the j th layer of a second circuit by

D′′
j =

∏
v∈V (j )

W[v,hj−1(v)]. (50)

The circuit D′′
k = ∏d

j=1 D′′
j has depth d, as can be shown by

the same argument given for D′
k. Each gate W(v,w) has the

following action under conjugation:

ZvZw → Xv, (51)

and commutes with ZlZm for all l,m �= v. Defining Dk =
D′′

k ◦ D′
k, the circuit Dk applied to the imperfect Hamiltonian
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has the following action:

DkH (k)D†
k =

∑
v∈	0

kvXv := H0(k). (52)

Therefore, the circuit Dk maps ρ(k) → ρ0(k), where ρ0(k) is
the (normalized) symmetric ground-space projector of H0(k),
which is a product state. This holds for each valid configuration
k ∈ V and therefore each ρ(k) is a (2d,0)-trivial state, where
d = [c′ ln(L)]

1
2 for some constant c′.

A state ρ(β) is (r,ε) SPT trivial if and only if it can
be approximated up to error ε (in trace norm) by a convex
combination of (r,0) SPT-trivial states. Since from Lemma 2
we have that ρ(β) is approximated to within ε = O(L−δ) error
by the imperfect state in Eq. (35), and the imperfect state is
a convex combination of (2d,0) SPT-trivial states, the result
then follows. �

The existence of a symmetric unitary D that disentangles
terms is closely related to the existence of sinks at some sites
kv = 0, where pointlike excitations can be locally created and
destroyed. The existence of such excitations is a generic feature
of Hamiltonians describing short-range entangled phases,
which suggests how the proof can be generalized to arbitrary
dimension. In the next subsection, we sketch the more general
proof for any SPT models based on group cohomology, using
the tools developed in this section.

D. Thermal instability of SPT for group cohomology models

We now prove the more general formulation of Theorem 1:
that SPTs in arbitrary dimension, protected by onsite sym-
metries, are trivial at nonzero temperature. We prove this
statement for a class of models based on the group cohomology
formalism [22]. This class captures many of the known SPT
phases protected by onsite symmetries, and we believe the
arguments presented here can be generalized to models with
onsite symmetries outside of the formalism. The construction
of these models involves some technical details which we
briefly review.

The models are constructed in terms of special functions
known as cocycles of the group G. A d-cochain of the group
G over U(1) is a function νd : Gd+1 → U(1) that satisfies

νd (g0,g1, . . . ,gd ) = νd (gg0,gg1, . . . ,ggd ) ∀ g,gk ∈ G.

(53)

An important set of d-cochains are the d-cocycles, which
satisfy the additional cocycle condition for any d + 2 elements
g0, . . . ,gd+1 of G, namely,

d+1∏
j=0

νd (g0, . . . ,gj−1,gj+1, . . . ,gd+1)(−1)j = 1 ∀ gk ∈ G.

(54)

An equivalence relation on the set of d-cocycles is given by
multiplication by a d-coboundary. A d-coboundary λd is a
d-cochain that can be expressed as

λd (g0,g1, . . . ,gd ) =
d∏

j=0

μd−1(g0, . . . ,gj−1,gj+1, . . . ,gd )(−1)j

(55)

for some (d − 1)-cochain μd−1. Note that every d-coboundary
is a d-cocycle, but not necessarily the other way around. The
equivalence classes of d-cocycles are labeled by elements of
the d-cohomology group Hd (G,U(1)).

For a system with symmetry group G in d spatial di-
mensions, consider a triangulation T 	 of a d-dimensional
manifold. We label the k-simplexes of the triangulation by σk ,
and the set of all k-simplexes by 	k . We assume that T 	 has
a bounded degree (the number of edges containing any given
vertex must be constant). Additionally, we require that the
triangulation has a branching structure (an orientation on each
edge such that there is no oriented loop on any triangle) which
allows us to give a parity P (σd ) = ±1 to each d-simplex. To
each vertex v ∈ 	0, we associate a |G|-dimensional Hilbert
space, a basis for which is given by {|g〉,g ∈ G}. Let N = |	0|
be the number of spins. The symmetry action is given by the
left regular representation

S(g)|g1, . . . ,gN 〉 = |gg1, . . . ,ggN 〉. (56)

Consider first the trivial product state

|ψ0〉 = |+〉⊗N, where |+〉 = 1√|G|
∑
g∈G

|g〉, (57)

which is the ground state of the trivial Hamiltonian

H0 =
∑
v∈	0

(I − 2|+〉〈+|v), (58)

where the notation |+〉〈+|v means the projector |+〉〈+| at site
v, and identity elsewhere. Notice that (I − 2|+〉〈+|v)2 = I .
For any (d + 1)-cocycle νd+1, one can construct the unitary

U =
∏

σd∈	d

(
Uσd

νd+1

)P (σd )
, P (σd ) = ±1, (59)

where Uσd
νd+1

acts on spins that are vertices of σd and P (σd )
represents the orientation of σd . Here, Uνd+1 is a (d + 1)-body
diagonal phase operator that acts as

Uνd+1 |g1, . . . ,gd+1〉 = νd+1(1,g1, . . . ,gd+1)|g1, . . . ,gd+1〉.
(60)

Consider the Hamiltonian H (νd+1) = UH0U
† with ground

state |ψ(νd+1)〉 = U |ψ0〉. Two important results in Ref. [22]
are the following:

(1) The unitary U , Hamiltonian H (νd+1), and state
|ψ(νd+1)〉 are symmetric under the onsite symmetry of G.

(2) If νd+1 is nontrivial (i.e., it is not equivalent to the
constant ν ′

d+1 = 1), then |ψ(νd+1)〉 belongs to a nontrivial SPT
phase.

An important consequence of the cocycle functions that
will be used in our proof is their invariance under the so-
called Pachner moves. Pachner moves are local operations
that convert one triangulation into another one. Any two
triangulations of a (piecewise linear) manifold can be related
by a sequence of Pachner moves. In two dimensions, the two
basic Pachner moves are shown in Fig. 3. If two triangulations
are related by a sequence of Pachner moves, then the SPT wave
functions on these triangulations are related by a symmetric
unitary combined with the addition or removal of ancillas in the
|+〉 state. Since a sequence of Pachner moves corresponds to
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. In two dimensions, there are two distinct Pachner moves:
(a) two triangles are replaced by two triangles and (b) three triangles
are replaced by one triangle and the number of vertices changes by 1.
The arrows represent the orientation of each edge. Notice that there
are no oriented loops on any triangle.

a symmetric unitary, we can define the depth of this sequence.
Namely, we define a parallel Pachner move as any sequence of
Pachner moves performed on disjoint d-simplexes. Then, the
depth of a Pachner sequence is the number of parallel Pachner
moves, multiplied by the (max) diameter of the d-simplexes
that are acted upon (this equals the depth of the corresponding
symmetric unitary).

We now prove that for any group G and in any dimension d,
the above Hamiltonian must have trivial SPT order at nonzero
temperature. The proof proceeds in a similar way to Theorem 1,
where we first approximate the Gibbs ensemble ρ(β) by a
convex combination of valid configurations, and then show that
each valid configuration is low depth equivalent to a classical
ensemble. Since a combination of trivial ensembles is trivial,
the result follows.

Theorem 2. For any T > 0, the symmetric Gibbs state
ρ(β) of H (νd+1) is (r,ε) SPT trivial, where r =
O[log(L) log log(L)], and ε = 1/poly(L), where poly(L) is
a polynomial in the lattice linear size L.

Proof sketch. Let T 	 be the triangulation upon which
H (νd+1) is defined. For simplicity of presentation, we assume
the triangulation is translationally invariant on some scale
(although nonessential, this allows us to use a lattice renormal-
ization argument). We assume that for each hypercubic region
of side length l, there is a constant number Nc = O(ld ) of
vertices in T 	. Since T 	 has bounded degree (by assumption),
we have that each vertex belongs to a constant number of
d-simplexes.

Similarly to the two-dimensional case, we divide up the
lattice into a hypercubic grid Pl such that each hypercubic
region has side length l = [c ln(L)]

1
d for some constant c.

For each k ∈ {0,1}N , we can define an imperfect Hamilto-
nian H (k). Let ρ(k) be the normalized, symmetric ground-
space projector of H (k). Any configuration that has at
least one sink in every hypercubic region is called valid.
By a straightforward generalization of Lemma 2, we can
approximate ρ(β), up to an error that is an inverse polynomial
in the system size L by a weighted combination of valid
configurations ρ(k).

Fix a valid configuration k, and let S be a subset of vertices
containing precisely one sink in each hypercubic region. The
goal is to find a sequence of Pachner moves taking T 	 to a
different triangulation T S , whose vertex set is the chosen set
of sinks S (note that T S is not uniquely determined, but any
choice will suffice). This sequence of Pachner moves gives
a corresponding symmetric unitary Dk, taking the imperfect
Hamiltonian to a trivial Hamiltonian. In particular, let T S be
any triangulation with vertices that are sinks and whose set of
k-simplexes is labeled by 	S

k [see Fig. 4(c)]. Then,

U
(S)
k =

∏
σd∈	S

d

(
Uσd

νd+1

)P (σd )
(61)

is a symmetric unitary that is supported entirely on the set of
sinks and therefore the imperfect Hamiltonian H0(k) of the
trivial model H0 in Eq. (58) is invariant under US . Then, since
T S and T 	 are Pachner equivalent, there exists a symmetric

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 4. The two principal steps to take the original triangulation T 	 in (a) to the triangulation T S in (c), whose vertices are all sinks
(depicted in red). The first step is to renormalize the T 	, resulting in the triangulation in (b). The second step is a vertex shifting, resulting in
the triangulation in (c). The grid Pl with side lengths [c log(L)]

1
d is displayed by the black, dashed lines. Faded gray nodes denote ambient

vertices no longer part of the triangulation, which correspond to decoupled spins in the |+〉 state after the circuit D has been applied.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

FIG. 5. The first six parallel Pachner moves for a single renormalization step that scales the edge lengths of the triangular lattice by a factor
of 2. Red indicates the new edges arising from Pachner moves. Notice that some of the edges are unchanged (namely, the diagonal ones), but
this process can be repeated to rescale them too. Sinks are not displayed in this figure as they do not yet play a role. This process can be repeated
O[log log(L)] times to rescale T 	 to the renormalized triangulation in Fig. 4(b).

unitary Dk such that

DkH (k)D†
k = U

(S)
k H0(k)U (S)†

k = H0(k), (62)

from which it follows that Dkρ(k)D†
k is a trivial product state.

Now, it only remains to determine an upper bound on
the depth of the circuit Dk corresponding to this sequence
of Pachner moves. We now describe a sequence of Pachner
moves taking T 	 to T S that upper bounds the depth of Dk by
O[log(L) log log(L)].

The sequence of Pachner moves taking T 	 to T S can be
divided into two steps: a renormalization sequence, followed
by a small vertex shifting. We present the argument in
two dimensions, as the case for higher dimensions works
analogously, where the two-dimensional Pachner moves are
replaced with the corresponding higher-dimensional Pachner
moves. The steps are depicted in Fig. 4. Note that we will keep
track of the original vertices throughout, which we refer to as
ambient vertices (as they correspond to the original degrees
of freedom). Any ambient vertices that are not part of new
triangulations correspond to spins in the |+〉 state.

First, we perform a sequence of renormalization steps,
which increases the original length of the edges in T 	 from
O(1) to l, and in doing so reduces the number of vertices down
to one per cubic region. First, we claim that to renormalize the
length of all edges by a factor of 2 takes a constant number of
parallel Pachner moves. Indeed, for a triangular lattice, it takes
12 parallel Pachner moves to scale the lattice by a factor of
2, as depicted in Fig. 5. In general, the number of moves will
be proportional to the maximum degree of a vertex. Since we
wish to rescale the edge length to l = [c ln(L)]

1
d , we need to

do O[log log(L)] renormalization steps. Each Pachner move
acts on a simplex of size at most ld = c ln(L), and therefore
the depth of this Pachner sequence is O[log(L) log log(L)].

Second, we need to transform the renormalized triangula-
tion [depicted in Fig. 4(b)] to T S . Since there is only one vertex
per cubic region in the renormalized triangulation, this process
can be considered as a shifting of the vertices. This can be
achieved by firstly reintroducing the sinks as vertices using the
second Pachner move in Fig. 3, then removing the remaining
ambient vertices using a combination of Pachner moves.2

Since Pachner moves in disjoint simplexes can be performed in
parallel, the depth of this sequence is proportional to the degree
which (by assumption) is bounded in the original triangulation,
and therefore also the renormalized triangulation. Then, as
each move acts on a simplex of size ld = c ln(L) the depth of
this sequence is O[log(L)].

Putting these two steps together we have the depth
of the sequence of Pachner moves taking T 	 to T S is
O[log(L) log log(L)]. This sequence of Pachner moves gives
rise to a symmetric circuit Dk taking ρ(k) to a trivial state.
Since this argument works for every valid configuration,
we have that ρ(β) is polynomially approximated by a sum
of (O[log(L) log log(L)],0) SPT-trivial states, and therefore
ρ(β) is (r,ε) SPT trivial, with r = O[log(L) log log(L)], and
ε = 1/poly(L). Note that the key ingredient in this sequence

2Note that we assume that we have a sufficiently large system such
that there exists enough sinks to perform the required Pachner moves.
This is without loss of generality as we are concerned with the scaling
rather than small system details.
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of Pachner moves is that the degree remains bounded at all
stages, and therefore to disentangle any spins requires only
a constant number of Pachner moves. The exponent of the
log may be improved for example by keeping the sinks in the
triangulation during the renormalization steps. �

III. A MODEL WITH A THERMAL SPT PHASE

Despite proving that a thermal SPT phase is impossible
in models with only onsite symmetries, we now provide an
example of a model with thermal SPT order by enforcing a
stronger, higher-form symmetry. The model we consider is the
cluster model on a particular three-dimensional lattice, first
introduced by Raussendorf, Bravyi, and Harrington (RBH)
[25], protected by a Z2 × Z2 1-form symmetry. While the
discussion here is specific to the RBH model, the tools
developed and the analysis is quite general, and can be
extended to other higher-form models.

Cluster states are well known within the quantum in-
formation community for their importance as a resource
for measurement-based quantum computation (MBQC) [51].
They can be defined on any graph or lattice, and their
usefulness for computation is strongly dependent upon the
underlying graph or lattice dimension [51,52]. In the context
of SPT phases, the 1D cluster model is known to belong
to a nontrivial phase with a Z2 × Z2 onsite symmetry [53],
and states within this phase have been shown to be useful as
quantum computational wires [16]. Additionally, certain states
in 2D possessing SPT order protected by onsite symmetries
have been shown to be universal resources for MBQC [54,55].

From an information processing standpoint, the RBH model
is very compelling. The model forms a basis for the topological
MBQC scheme, a universal model of quantum computation
with a very high threshold arising from topological consider-
ations [23,56]. We wish to understand the physical origin and
underlying quantum order that underpins the high threshold of
this scheme. We begin by reviewing the RBH model.

A. RBH model

In order to present the RBH model, it will be helpful to
review some homological terminology, which will allow us to
specify all relevant operators and make the following analysis
simpler. The lattice we consider is a cubic latticeC of linear size
d. For simplicity, we consider periodic boundary conditions in
each direction such that C has topology of a 3-torus. We label
by 	3, 	2, 	1, and 	0 the set of all cubes, faces, edges, and
vertices of C, respectively. Elements of 	k are called k cells
and denoted by σk for k ∈ {0,1,2,3}.

1. Some homological notation

The lattice C naturally gives rise to a chain complex

C3
∂3−−−→ C2

∂2−−−→ C1
∂1−−−→ C0, (63)

which is a set of vector spaces Ck and linear maps ∂k :
Ck → Ck−1 between them called boundary maps, which we
now define. Each vector space Ck ≡ Ck(C;Z2) has elements
consisting of formal sums of the basis elements σk ∈ 	k

with coefficients from the field Z2. A general vector ck

in Ck is called a k-chain, and can be uniquely written as

ck = ∑
σk∈	k

a(σk)σk, with a(σk) ∈ Z2. Intuitively, a k-chain
can be one-to-one identified with a subset of k-cells of 	k , so a
3-chain c3 ∈ C3 represents a subset of volumes (i.e., c3 ⊂ 	3),
a 2-chain represents a subset of surfaces, and so on. Between
vector spaces Ck we have the boundary map ∂k : Ck → Ck−1,
defined on each basis element as

∂k(σk) =
∑

σk−1∈	k

σk−1⊂σk

σk−1 (64)

and extended to an arbitrary k-chain by linearity. Here,
the sum is over all (k − 1)-cells σk−1 that are contained
in σk .

There are two important classes of chains known as cycles
and boundaries. The k-cycle group Zk = ker(∂k) is the vector
space (which can be regarded as a group) consisting of k-
chains that have no boundary. Elements of Zk are known as
k-cycles. Similarly, the k-boundary group Bk = im(∂k+1) is
the vector space consisting of k-chains that are the boundary
of a (k + 1)-chain. Elements of Bk are known as k-boundaries.
Importantly, the boundary maps satisfy ∂k−1 ◦ ∂k = 0, which
implies that every boundary is a cycle, but in general not every
cycle is a boundary. A cycle that is not a boundary is referred
to as nontrivial or noncontractible.

One can define the dual lattice C∗ of the cubic lattice C,
which is obtained by replacing volumes by vertices, faces by
edges, edges by faces, and vertices by volumes. The dual lattice
C∗ is also a cubic lattice, but shifted with respect to the primal
(initial) lattice. We can define a chain complex associated with
the dual lattice in a similar way to Eq. (63), where C∗

k are
vector spaces with k-cells of the dual lattice as basis vectors,
and corresponding boundary maps ∂∗

k . We denote the dual
cycle groups by Z∗

k , and dual boundary groups by B∗
k .

Since each k-chain corresponds to a unique dual-(3 − k)-
chain, the dual boundary map ∂∗

k : C∗
k → C∗

k−1 can be thought
of as a map ∂∗

k : C3−k → C4−k . Namely, since any (3 − k)-
chain c3−k is dual to a unique dual-k-chain c′

k , we define ∂∗
k c3−k

to be the unique (4 − k)-chain dual to ∂∗
k c′

k . In the following,
we suppress the subscript on the boundary and dual boundary
maps, and we will freely apply the dual boundary map on both
chains and dual chains using the previous correspondence. This
allows us to regard 1-cycles and dual-1-cycles as closed-loop-
like subsets of the lattice C, and 2-cycles and dual-2-cycles as
closed-surface-like subsets of the lattice C.

2. RBH Hamiltonian

With this terminology, we can now present the RBH model
in a useful homological formulation. The Hilbert space can be
constructed by placing a qubit on every 2-cell σ2 ∈ 	2 and
every 1-cell σ1 ∈ 	1, which we will refer to as the primal and
dual qubits, respectively (we think of dual qubits as residing
on the 2-cells of the dual lattice). The Hilbert space is given
by H = H1 ⊗ H2, where H1 is the Hilbert space of the dual
qubits, and H2 is the Hilbert space of the primal qubits.

For a given 2-chain c2 = ∑
σ2∈	2

a(σ2)σ2, with a(σ2) ∈ Z2,
define the Pauli operator

X(c2) =
∏
σ2∈c2

Xσ2 , (65)
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FIG. 6. (a) A unit cell of the cluster lattice C with a single cluster
term K(σ2). (b) An elementary 1-form operator S(∂σ3). The primal
qubits are depicted in green and the dual qubits are depicted in blue.

where Xσ2 is the Pauli X supported on the qubit at σ2. One
can similarly define operators for Pauli Z as well as for the
dual qubits. A general Pauli operator P then has the following
decomposition:

P = iαX(c2)Z(c′
2)X(c1)Z(c′

1), (66)

for some α ∈ {0,1,2,3}, 2-chains c2, c
′
2 and 1-chains c1 and c′

1.
One could equivalently decompose the operator P in terms of
dual chains.

In this notation we can now describe the RBH Hamiltonian
on this lattice. The Hamiltonian is given by a sum of local,
commuting (five-body) terms

HC = −
∑

σ1∈	1

K(σ1) −
∑

σ2∈	2

K(σ2), (67)

where

K(σ1) = X(σ1)Z(∂∗σ1) and K(σ2) = X(σ2)Z(∂σ2), (68)

as depicted in Fig. 6(a). We note that K(σ1) and K(σ2) are the
standard cluster-state stabilizer generators. The cluster state
|ψC〉 is the unique ground state of HC which is the +1 eigenstate
of each of the cluster terms K(σ1) and K(σ2).

An alternative description in terms of a circuit description
shows that the cluster state is short-range entangled. Consider
the circuit UCZ comprised of controlled-Z gates between every
neighboring primal and dual qubit

UCZ =
∏

σ1∈	1
σ2∈	2

⎛
⎝ ∏

σ ′
1∈∂σ2

CZ(σ2,σ
′
1)

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝ ∏

σ ′
2∈∂∗σ1

CZ(σ1,σ
′
2)

⎞
⎠, (69)

where the controlled-Z operator is defined in Eq. (10). One
can confirm that

U†
CZHCUCZ = −

∑
σ1∈	1

X(σ1) −
∑

σ2∈	2

X(σ2) =: HX. (70)

From this relation we see that the cluster state can be prepared
from a product state by the circuit UCZ, as

|ψC〉 = UCZ|+〉⊗|	2∪	1|, (71)

where |+〉 is the +1 eigenstate of Pauli X. Since UCZ can be
represented by a constant depth quantum circuit, the cluster

state is short-range entangled. We now proceed to identify a
1-form Z2 × Z2 symmetry of the model and show that |ψC〉
resides in a nontrivial SPT phase at zero temperature when this
symmetry is enforced.

3. 1-form symmetry

The cluster state is a short-range entangled state and so in
the absence of a symmetry it belongs to the SPT-trivial phase.
One can show that with only an onsite symmetry, this model
remains in the SPT-trivial phase.3 We introduce a Z2 × Z2

1-form symmetry of the model and show that the cluster state
is in a nontrivial SPT phase when this symmetry is enforced.
Formally, we have two copies of a Z2 1-form symmetry: one
for each lattice (primal and dual). The symmetry actions are
given by a unitary representation S of the 2-boundary and
dual-2-boundary groups as

S(b2) := X(b2), S(b′
2) := X(b′

2), (72)

for any 2-boundary b2 ∈ B2 and dual-2-boundary b′
2 ∈ B∗

2 .
Any 2-boundary or dual-2-boundary corresponds to a closed,
two-dimensional surface M of the primal or dual lattice,
respectively. The 1-form symmetry can therefore be viewed
as being imposed by symmetry operators supported on qubits
residing on closed, contractible two-dimensional submanifolds
of C.

A local, generating set of symmetry operators is given by
the following elementary operators:

G̃ = {S(∂σ3),S(∂∗σ0)|σ3 ∈ 	3,σ0 ∈ 	0}, (73)

which are all six body. For example, an elementary 1-form
operator S(∂σ3) is supported on the surface of a single cube as
depicted in Fig. 6(b). Multiplying two neighboring symmetry
operators S(b2)S(b2) = S(b2 + b2) can be viewed as gluing
together the pair of surfaces that they correspond to. We
conclude that the symmetry is a representation of the boundary
groups B2 × B∗

2 .
An important feature of the 1-form symmetry operators is

that they can be expressed as products of cluster terms

S(b2) =
∏

σ2∈b2

K(σ2) and S(b′
2) =

∏
σ ∗

1 ∈b′
2

K(σ1), (74)

where the second product is over all 1-cells σ1 whose dual
belong to b′

2. For example, this is easily verified for the
elementary 1-form operator in Fig. 6. It follows that these
operators commute with HC , and thus are symmetries of the
cluster model. Additionally, the cluster state is a +1 eigenstate
of these symmetry operators. Interestingly, such operators
arise naturally in the context of topological MBQC and error
correction [25,56] and we will return to this connection in the
following section.

3Indeed, for a cluster state in any dimension D � 2, with onsite
symmetry, one can generalize the two-dimensional result of [54] and
construct a disentangling circuit involving symmetric gates comprised
of controlled-Z operations.
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FIG. 7. Examples of excitation operators. A 1-cycle is depicted
in blue, while a dual-1-cycle is depicted in green.

4. Thermal state of the 1-form symmetric RBH model

We now consider the symmetric Gibbs state of the RBH
model Hamiltonian HC . In the presence of the 1-form
symmetry, excitations in the RBH model take the form of
one-dimensional, looplike objects, which can be seen as
follows. Excitation operators can be constructed out of Pauli-Z
operators, but the 1-form symmetry demands they form closed
loops in the following way. Consider the operator Z(c1) for
any 1-chain c1 ∈ C1. This operator anticommutes with cluster
terms along the cycle

{K(σ1),Z(c1)} = 0 ⇔ σ1 ∈ c1, (75)

and will commute with the 1-form symmetry operators if
and only if it has no boundary ∂c1 = 0. Therefore, excitation
operators on the dual lattice are given by Z(γ ) where γ ∈ Z1 is
a 1-cycle. Similarly, excitation operators on the primal lattice
are given by Z(c′

1), for any dual-1-cycle c′
1 ∈ Z∗

1 . Recall,
1-cycles and dual-1-cycles look like looplike objects, and
example excitation operators are shown in Fig. 7.

A general symmetric excitation is given by |ψ(γ,γ ′)〉 =
Z(γ )Z(γ ′)|ψC〉 with γ ∈ Z1, γ

′ ∈ Z∗
1 , and the energy cost of

introducing this excitation is E(γ,γ ′) = 2(|γ | + |γ ′|). Notice
that excitations created by Pauli X operators can be converted
into the above form since they are equivalent up to products
of cluster terms (of which the cluster state is a +1 eigenstate).
As such, excited states are in one-to-one correspondence with
elements of the 1-cycle and dual-1-cycle groups Z1 × Z∗

1 .
The symmetric Gibbs state under this 1-form symmetry is

given by a distribution over loop configurations

ρC(β) =
∑

(γ,γ ′)∈Z1×Z∗
1

Prβ(γ,γ ′)|ψ(γ,γ ′)〉〈ψ(γ,γ ′)|, (76)

where the sum is over all primal and dual 1-cycles, and

Prβ(γ,γ ′) = 1

Z e−βE(γ,γ ′),

where Z =
∑

(γ,γ ′)∈Z1×Z∗
1

Prβ(γ,γ ′). (77)

Here, Prβ(γ,γ ′) is a probability distribution over looplike
configurations. In the following subsection, we show that this

ensemble has nontrivial SPT order under the 1-form symmetry,
using a duality map known as gauging. Then, in the subsequent
section, we will provide a proof of the nontrivial SPT ordering
of the thermal state using a set of nonlocal order parameters
as witnesses of the SPT order.

B. SPT order of the RBH model

We now show that the RBH model possesses nontrivial
SPT order under the 1-form symmetry by means of a duality
map known as gauging. Gauging is a procedure widely used
throughout the study of many-body physics [39,57–59], and
has recently found application in the study of fault-tolerant
logical gates in topological quantum codes [19,34]. Gauging
is the process of transforming a global symmetry G into a local
symmetry by minimally coupling the system to gauge fields.
We will use an argument originally proposed by Levin and Gu
[39] that two Hamiltonians must belong to distinct SPT phases
if the gauged versions belong to distinct topological phases.

We will take the approach of [19,34] and view the gauging
procedure as a duality map between SPT-ordered Hamiltonians
and topologically ordered Hamiltonians, a correspondence
known to hold for many models [57]. By showing that the
gauged RBH model belongs to a different phase than the
gauged trivial model, we can deduce that the RBH model
belongs to a nontrivial SPT phase. Furthermore, thermal
stability of the SPT order can be demonstrated by showing
that the RBH cluster state corresponds to a nontrivial gapped
domain wall in the 4D toric code, which is known to have
thermally stable topological order [60].

1. Gauging the 1-form symmetry

We now outline the procedure of gauging the Z2 × Z2 1-
form symmetry. More details of gauging models possessing
higher-form symmetries can be found in [19]. We start with a
basis for the primal and dual Hilbert spaces H1 and H2 given
by vectors of the 1-chain and 2-chain groups, respectively. For
any 1-chain c1 ∈ C1, we can uniquely specify a computational
basis state

c1 =
∑

σ1∈	1

a(σ1)σ1, ⇒ |c1〉 = |{a(σ1)}〉, (78)

where a(σ1) ∈ Z2. A similar identification holds for the
computational basis states in H2 and the 2-chain group. The
gauging map G on the level of states takes states in H1 to
H2, and states in H2 to H1 and can be concisely defined
by the boundary and dual boundary maps, as follows. On
the computational basis, the map G : H1 ⊗ H2 → H2 ⊗ H1

is defined by

G(|c1〉 ⊗ |c2〉) = |∂∗c1〉 ⊗ |∂c2〉, (79)

and extended to H = H1 ⊗ H2 by linearity. For example, on
a computational basis state, G is depicted in Fig. 8.

Importantly, any state |ψG〉 in the image of G satisfies the
gauge symmetry condition

Z(z2)Z(z′
2)|ψG〉 = |ψG〉, (80)

for any 2-cycle z2 and dual-2-cycle z′
2. These gauge symmetry

operators are similar to the 1-form operators in the RBH model,
only they are now in the Pauli Z basis, and there are additional
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FIG. 8. The gauging map on computational basis states. (a) States
on the dual sublattice map to states on the primal sublattice. (b) States
on the primal lattice map to states on the dual sublattice. The sums
are performed mod 2.

gauge symmetry operators for nontrivial and 2-cycles dual-2-
cycles. Since higher-form symmetries can be viewed as gauge
symmetries in a dual description, the distinction between the
two types of symmetries is not a definitive one. In this paper,
we treat higher-form symmetries as symmetries which exist
before the gauging map, and gauge symmetries as those which
emerge after the gauging map.

The gauging map G can be extended to a map on symmetry-
respecting operators. For any symmetric operator A, the
gauged operator A′ is defined implicitly by the following
equation:

G(A|ψ〉) = A′G(|ψ〉). (81)

Importantly, the 1-form symmetry operators are mapped to the
identity. Note that A′ is only defined up to gauge symmetry
operators in Eq. (80). One can use Eq. (81) to verify that
gauging the trivial Hamiltonian HX of Eq. (70) gives the
following Hamiltonian:

H
(G)
X = −

∑
σ1∈	1

X(∂∗σ1) −
∑

σ2∈	2

X(∂σ2). (82)

Since the gauged Hilbert space satisfies the gauge symmetry
condition in Eq. (80), one can add Z-type terms Z(∂σ3)
and Z(∂∗σ0) to the gauged Hamiltonian H

(G)
X to fix out the

gauge-invariant ground space. Therefore, gauging the trivial
Hamiltonian gives rise to two decoupled three-dimensional
toric code Hamiltonians with qubits on faces and edges,
respectively. Each of the toric codes belongs to a nontrivial
(intrinsic) topologically ordered phase at zero temperature.

On the other hand, gauging the RBH Hamiltonian gives

H
(G)
C = −

∑
σ1∈	1

K (G)(σ1) −
∑

σ2∈	2

K (G)(σ2), (83)

where

K (G)(σ1) = Z(σ1)X(∂∗σ1), K (G)(σ2) = Z(σ2)X(∂σ2). (84)

This is equivalent to the original RBH Hamiltonian up
to a Hadamard transformation H⊗|	1∪	2|, where H is the

Hadamard gate, exchanging the Pauli X and Z operators.
Therefore, the ground state of H

(G)
C remains short-range

entangled. As G is locality preserving and gap preserving, the
inequivalence of the two gauged models shows that the RBH
model belongs to a nontrivial SPT phase under the 1-form
symmetry.

2. Gapped domain wall at nonzero temperature

An interesting and perhaps surprising application of the
classification of SPT-ordered phases is in the construction of
gapped domain walls in topological models [19]. Here, we
show that the RBH model with Z2 × Z2 1-form symmetry can
be used to construct a nontrivial domain wall in two copies
of the four-dimensional toric code. The fact that the domain
wall implements a nontrivial automorphism of the excitation
labels in the 4D toric codes demonstrates that the RBH model
has nontrivial SPT order at zero temperature [18,34]. We will
in addition use this argument to demonstrate that the RBH
model with 1-form symmetry retains its SPT order at nonzero
temperature, by leveraging the thermal stability of the 4D toric
code.

To illustrate this procedure, let us first consider the simpler
case of a two-dimensional system with Z2 × Z2 0-form
symmetry. Namely, consider a square lattice � with boundary
and place qubits on vertices of �. Qubits can be labeled by
one of two colors in such a way that neighboring qubits are of
different colors. We consider a system consisting of a trivial
Hamiltonian in the bulk and the cluster-state Hamiltonian on
the boundary:

H0 = −
∑

u∈bulk(�)

Xu + H 1D
cluster, (85)

where H 1D
cluster consists of terms supported on the boundary of

� in the following way:

H 1D
cluster = −

∑
j∈∂(�)

Zj−1XjZj+1, (86)

and the sum is over qubits on the boundary (which have been
given a linear ordering).

The whole Hamiltonian has a Z2 × Z2 0-form symmetry,
generated by tensor product of Pauli X on each sublattice
of a given color. One can apply the gauging map to obtain
a gauged Hamiltonian which possesses intrinsic topological
order with gapped boundary. In this example, we will have
two copies of the toric code with twisted gapped boundaries,
where the two copies of the toric code are coupled by terms
acting on the boundary. On this gapped boundary, pairs of
pointlike excitations e1m2 and e2m1 may condense, where ei

and mi (i = 1,2) represent electric charges and magnetic fluxes
from each copy of the toric code. The ei and mi excitations
correspond to violated X- and Z-type stabilizers, respectively,
and occur at the end of strings of Z- and X-type operators,
respectively.

By unfolding the lattice (see Fig. 9, also Ref. [61]) one
can view this gapped boundary as a gapped domain wall
connecting two copies of the toric code. Upon crossing
this domain wall, anyonic excitations are exchanged in the
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FIG. 9. (a) Gauging Z2 × Z2 symmetry of the two-dimensional model (which has the 1D cluster model on its boundary) leads to a twisted
gapped boundary where pointlike e1m2 and e2m1 particles may condense. This can be viewed as a nontrivial domain wall in the two-dimensional
toric code. (b) Gauging the Z2 × Z2 1-form symmetry of the four-dimensional model (which has the three-dimensional RBH model on its
boundary) leads to a nontrivial domain wall in the four-dimensional toric code, which exchanges electric and magnetic looplike excitations.

following manner:

e1 ↔ m2, m1 ↔ e2. (87)

Since this is a nontrivial automorphism of excitation la-
bels, the cluster state cannot be prepared by a low-depth
quantum circuit as detailed in [18]. Gapped domain walls
in higher-dimensional topological phases of matter can be
also constructed from 0-form SPT phases, leading to explicit
construction of gapped domain walls in the higher-dimensional
generalizations of the quantum double model.

Now, let us turn to a construction of gapped domain walls
from 1-form SPT phases. Consider a four-dimensional system
with Z2 × Z2 1-form symmetry, defined on a lattice �′ with
the cubic lattice C (described in the previous section) as its
boundary. We will consider the following Hamiltonian:

H1 = −
∑

v∈bulk(�′)

Xv − H C
RBH, (88)

where H C
RBH is the RBH Hamiltonian supported on qubits

living on the three-dimensional boundary ∂�′ = C of the
lattice �′. We can gauge the above Hamiltonian to obtain
two copies of the four-dimensional toric code with twisted
gapped boundaries. On the boundary, looplike excitations
e1m2 and e2m1 may condense. Here, ei and mi (i = 1,2)
correspond to looplike electric and magnetic excitations (i.e.,
violated X- and Z-type stabilizers of the four-dimensional toric
code, respectively). The ei and mi excitations occur on the
one-dimensional boundary of a two-dimensional membrane
of Z- and X-type operators, respectively. One can consider
this gapped boundary as a gapped domain wall connecting the
two copies of the four-dimensional toric code. Upon crossing
the domain wall (see Fig. 9), the following exchange between

electric and magnetic looplike excitations is implemented:

e1 ↔ m2, m1 ↔ e2. (89)

This observation already provides an argument that the
RBH model is an example of a nontrivial 1-form SPT phase.
To address the thermal stability of the SPT-order of the
RBH model, one may appeal to the thermal stability of the
four-dimensional toric code where the nontrivial braiding
statistics between electric and magnetic looplike excitations
survive even at nonzero temperature. The fact that the gapped
domain wall implements an exchange of looplike excitations
with nontrivial braiding properties at nonzero temperature is an
indication that the underlying RBH Hamiltonian with 1-form
symmetry is thermally stable.

C. Order parameters for detecting SPT order
of the thermal RBH model

We now give a direct proof of the nontrivial SPT order
of the thermal RBH model when the 1-form symmetry is
enforced. The proof is based on a set of membrane operators
that serve as order parameters. In addition to serving as
witnesses of SPT order, these membrane operators can be
used to demonstrate the ability to perform gate teleportation
in the MBQC scheme, as explored in Sec. IV. These operators
can be viewed as generalizations of the string order parameters
used to detect SPT order in one dimension [62–64] and similar
constructions can be made for other higher-form SPT-ordered
models. Such operators can be specified a two-dimensional
surfaces as follows. For any dual-2-chain �1 ∈ C∗

2 and any
2-chain �2 ∈ C2 (which will be thought of as surfaces in the
primal and dual lattices, respectively), we define a membrane
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FIG. 10. (a) The membrane operator M(�1) and (b) the membrane operator M(�2). The top and bottom boundaries are identified, as are the
front and back boundaries. The primal qubits are shaded in blue, and the dual qubits are shaded in green. The restrictions of these membrane
operators to either L or R anticommute. Note that length in the ẑ direction has been exaggerated.

operator

M(�1) :=
∏

σ ∗
1 ∈�1

K(σ1), M(�2) :=
∏

σ2∈�2

K(σ2), (90)

where the first product is over all 1-cells σ1 whose dual belongs
to �1. By definition of the cluster terms in Eq. (68), the
membrane operators can be written as follows:

M(�1) = X(�1)Z(∂∗�1), M(�2) = X(�2)Z(∂�2). (91)

Since the cluster terms are commuting, the membrane opera-
tors for any 2-chain and dual-2-chain will also commute with
each other and the cluster Hamiltonian. Additionally, at zero
temperature the cluster state will be a +1 eigenstate of these
operators for any choice of �1 and �2 (as the cluster state is a
+1 eigenstate of the cluster terms).

We now specify a class of membrane operators that we
will be interested in. First, let (x̂,ŷ,ẑ) be a coordinate system
of the cubic lattice C (with opposite boundaries identified).
We choose two two-dimensional slices L ⊆ C and R ⊆ C that
are separated in the ẑ direction by a distance of at least d/4
(where d is the linear size of the lattice C). These two regions
are required to be extensive in both the x̂ and ŷ directions (i.e.,
each region has the topology of a torus) as depicted in Fig. 10.

We choose �1 to be a nontrivial dual-2-cycle in the x̂-ẑ
plane, which can be regarded as a noncontractible surface [see
Fig. 10(a)]. Let �2 be a 2-chain in the ŷ-ẑ plane, with boundary

∂�2 = SL
2 + SR

2 , (92)

such that SL
2 ⊆ L and SR

2 ⊆ R are both nontrivial 1-cycles
winding in the ŷ direction. The membrane operators corre-
sponding to �12 and �2 are illustrated in Fig. 10. We note that
the precise form of �1 and �2 is not important; any membranes
that differ by a 2-boundary or a dual-2-boundary may be
considered equivalent. We note that the distance between the
left and right boundaries SL

2 and SR
2 is lower bounded by d/4.

These membrane operators are constructed to have nontriv-
ial algebraic relations on the regions L and R. Namely, let
ML(�1) and ML(�2) be the restriction of M(�1) and M(�2)
to the region L, respectively. Then, this restriction gives an
anticommuting pair of operators

{ML(�1),ML(�2)} = 0. (93)

This is because the boundary of M(�2) consists of a string
of Pauli Z operators, which intersects the sheet of Pauli X

operators of M(�1) at a single site, as depicted in Fig. 10.
Similarly, the restriction of the membrane operators to R

gives a pair of anticommuting operators. By analogy to
one-dimensional SPT phases, the membrane operators M(�1)
and M(�2) generate a Z2 × Z2 group, while their restriction
to the boundaries gives a nontrivial projective representation
of the Z2 × Z2 group [15,16,42].

For these choices, let � = (�1,�2) denote the pair of
membranes and let M1 = M(�1) and M2 = M(�2). To define
the order parameter, we must also allow for the ability to
perform local error correction within a neighborhood of each
region L and R. As we will see, this error correction will
be a necessary ingredient to detect SPT order in the RBH
thermal state. In particular, let L and R be nonintersecting
neighborhoods of L and R, respectively, and let EL ⊗ ER be
any operation local to L and R. Namely, EL ⊗ ER consists
of measurements, followed by an outcome-dependent local
unitary, which will be thought of as an error-correction map.
For a state ρ, the order parameter is defined as the expectation
value of the membrane operators, maximized over all locally
error corrected states ρ = EL ⊗ ER(ρ),

O�(ρ) := max
ρ=EL⊗ER(ρ)

1
2 Tr [ρ(M1 + M2)]. (94)

For our purposes it will be sufficient to consider error
correction within neighborhoods of L and R that have radius
O[log(d)]. One can impose the additional restriction that
the measurements and unitaries of EL ⊗ ER be symmetric,
although this is not required to distinguish phases.

In Lemma 3 we will derive an upper bound on the value
of O�(ρ) for thermal states with trivial SPT order. Then,
in Lemma 4 we show that there exists a nonzero critical
temperature Tc, such that O�[ρC(β)] ≈ 1 for the symmetric
thermal state of the RBH model at 0 � T � Tc.

Lemma 3. For any Z2 × Z2 symmetric ensemble ρ0 that is
(r,ε) SPT trivial with r sublinear in the lattice size d, there
exist sufficiently large d such that O�(ρ0) � 1/2 + ε.

Proof. Since ρ0 is (r,ε) SPT trivial, we can approximate it
by ρ ′ = ∑

a p(a)|ψa〉〈ψa| up to error ε in trace norm, where
each state |ψa〉 is an (r,0) SPT-trivial state, and p(a) is a
probability distribution. For each |ψa〉, we have 〈ψa|Mi |ψa〉 =
〈ϕ|U †

aMiUa|ϕ〉 for some symmetric circuit Ua of depth r ,
where |ϕ〉 is a product state.

Let w be the largest value out of O[log(d)] and r . Take
enlarged regions L of L and R of R obtained by taking
w neighborhoods around L and R, respectively. Since r is
sublinear in d, then we can take d sufficiently large such that
L ∩ R = ∅. For a transversal operator A (meaning it is a tensor
product of single-qubit operators), and a subregion χ of the
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lattice C, let Aχ denote the restriction of A to χ . Since the
membranes Mi are transversal, we can decompose them across
the regions Mi = ML

i ⊗ Mbulk
i ⊗ MR

i , where the bulk region
is the complement of L ∪ R. We now claim that the regions
L and R are large enough so that [Mbulk

i ,Ua] = 0 for i = 1,2
and all a.

First, we must have [M1,Ua] = 0 for all a. This is because
for any local region χ , there exists a dual-2-boundary b′

2 such
that M

χ

1 = S(b′
2)χ . Since each gate in Ua has to be symmetric,

it must commute with S(b′
2) for any dual-2-boundary b′

2. It
follows that each gate must also commute with M1. Now
consider M2, for any region χ away from the boundary of
�2, similarly we can always find a 2-boundary b2 such that
M

χ

2 = S(b2)χ . Similarly, each gate in Ua must commute with
S(b2) for any 2-boundary b2 and therefore also with Mbulk

2 .
This is not satisfied in general near the boundaries of �2. But,
provided Mbulk

2 is supported a distance greater than the circuit
depth r away from the boundaries SL

2 and SR
2 , then we have

[Mbulk
2 ,Ua] = 0,∀ a.
We can therefore write U

†
aMiUa = ML

i,a ⊗ Mbulk
i ⊗ MR

i,a ,

where ML
i,a = UaM

L
i U

†
a and similarly for MR

i,a . From Eq. (93),
the restriction of membrane operators M1 and M2 to the either
of the disjoint regions L or R gives rise to the following
anticommutation relations:{

ML
1 ,ML

2

} = {
MR

1 ,MR
2

} = 0. ∀ a (95)

Because of unitary equivalence between the operators, we also
have {

ML
1,a,M

L
2,a

} = {
MR

1,a,M
R
2,a

} = 0 ∀ a, (96)

where these operators also have eigenvalues ±1. Since |ϕ〉
is a symmetric product state, it is a +1 eigenstate of Mbulk

i .
However, |ϕ〉 cannot be a simultaneous eigenstate of both ML

1,a

and ML
2,a , nor of MR

1,a and MR
2,a due to the anticommutation

relations of Eq. (96) and since L and R are disjoint. In
particular, since |ϕ〉 is a tensor product |ϕ〉 = |ϕ〉L ⊗ |ϕ〉bulk ⊗
|ϕ〉R , then

〈ψa|Mi |ψa〉 = 〈ϕ|U †
aMiUa|ϕ〉 (97)

= 〈ϕ|LML
i,a|ϕ〉L〈ϕ|bulkM

bulk
i |ϕ〉bulk〈ϕ|RMR

i,a|ϕ〉R
(98)

= 〈
ML

i,a

〉〈
MR

i,a

〉
(99)

for i = 1,2, where 〈ML
i,a〉 = 〈ϕ|LML

i,a|ϕ〉L and 〈MR
i,a〉 =

〈ϕ|RMR
i,a|ϕ〉R . It is shown in [65] that for k mutually anticom-

muting operators {Ai}, each with eigenvalues ±1, any state
|ψ〉 satisfies the following inequality:

k∑
i=1

〈Ai〉|ψ〉 �
k∑

i=1

〈Ai〉2
|ψ〉 � 1, (100)

where the expectation value is taken with respect to the state
|ψ〉. Using Eq. (99), we have for the approximate state

Tr[ρ ′(M1 + M2)]

=
∑

a

p(a)
(〈
ML

1,a

〉〈
MR

1,a

〉 + 〈
ML

2,a

〉〈
MR

2,a

〉)
(101)

�
(〈
ML

1,a

〉2 + 〈
ML

2,a

〉2) 1
2
(〈
MR

1,a

〉2 + 〈
MR

2,a

〉2) 1
2 (102)

� 1, (103)

where the first inequality is the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and
the second inequality is using Eq. (100). Now, for any error-
correction map EL ⊗ ER that is localized to the nonintersecting
neighborhoods L and R of L and R, respectively, we have by
the same argument

Tr[EL ⊗ ER(ρ ′)(M1 + M2)] � 1. (104)

Then, since ρ ′ and ρ0 are close in trace norm, they have similar
expectation values of bounded observables, in the following
way. Assume E = EL ⊗ ER is the map which maximizes
O�(ρ0), then∣∣O�(ρ0) − 1

2 Tr(E(ρ ′)(M1 + M2))
∣∣

= 1
2 | Tr{(M1 + M2)[E(ρ0) − E(ρ ′)]}| (105)

� 1
2‖(M1 + M2)[E(ρ0) − E(ρ ′)]‖1 (106)

� 1
2‖M1 + M2‖∞ · ‖E(ρ0) − E(ρ ′)‖1 (107)

� ‖ρ0 − ρ ′‖1 (108)

� ε, (109)

where the second inequality follows from Hölder’s inequality.
The claim then follows. �

One could define more complicated order parameters so that
the bound on O�(ρ0) in Lemma 3 can be made arbitrarily small.
However, our choice and the above bound will be sufficient
to show the RBH model has nontrivial SPT order. Next, we
show that the thermal RBH model with 1-form symmetry has
a high expectation value of the membrane operators provided
the temperature is below some critical temperature Tc. We do
this by showing that large loop excitations are confined in the
low-temperature phase. In Sec. III D we will show that Tc is the
critical temperature of the three-dimensional Z2 Ising gauge
model.

Lemma 4. For the symmetric thermal Gibbs ensemble
ρC(β) of the RBH model with Z2 × Z2 1-form symmetry with
0 � T � 2/ln(5), there exists a constant δ > 0 (independent
of system size) such that for sufficiently large d we have

O�[ρC(β)] � 1 − O(d−δ). (110)

Proof. Consider first the expectation value of M2. Since
M2 can be constructed from a product of cluster terms [as in
Eq. (91)], we have at zero temperature Tr(M2ρ) = 1. Using the
symmetric Gibbs ensemble ρC(β) in Eq. (76), the expectation
value of a membrane operator is given by

Tr[ρC(β)M2] =
∑

(γ,γ ′)∈Z1×Z∗
1

Prβ[(γ,γ ′)]〈M2〉|ψ(γ,γ ′)〉, (111)

where the expectation value is with respect to the excited state
|ψ(γ,γ ′)〉 = Z(γ )Z(γ ′)|ψC〉. Let |�2 ∩ γ ′| denote the number
of times γ ′ intersects �2. Since |ψ(γ,γ ′)〉 is a ±1 eigenstate
of M(�2), we have

〈M(�2)〉|ψ(γ,γ ′)〉 =
{+1 if |�2 ∩ γ ′| = 0 mod 2,

−1 if |�2 ∩ γ ′| = 1 mod 2.
(112)
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The right-hand side of Eq. (112) is independent of the 1-cycle
γ since it is supported on the dual lattice and therefore Z(γ )
commutes with M2. Notice that a similar expression holds for
M1. We call γ ′ an error cycle if |�2 ∩ γ ′| = 1 mod 2 (and
similarly for �1). We will show that there exists a critical
temperature Tc, below which large error cycles are suppressed
and that error correction on the boundaries can account for the
remaining errors. First, we define an approximate state, where
large looplike excitations have been removed.

We say γ ∈ Z1 is a loop if any proper subset γ ′ � γ is not
a cycle. We can partition the set of 1-cycles according to the
size of the largest loop they contain. Specifically, let Zα

1 ⊆ Z1

consist of the set of 1-cycles whose largest loops are of length
smaller than α (a similar definition holds for Z∗α

1 ⊆ Z∗
1 ). Then,

define the approximate state

ρα
ap(β) =

∑
(γ,γ ′)∈Zα

1 ×Z∗α
1

Prβ(γ,γ ′)|ψ(γ,γ ′)〉〈ψ(γ,γ ′)|. (113)

We claim that for a fixed 0 � T < Tc = 2/ ln(5), there exists
a constant c such that for α = c ln(d), we have

∥∥ρα
ap(β) − ρ(β)

∥∥
1 � O(d−δ), (114)

for some constant δ > 0. To see this, fix α = c ln(d) and
let V = (Z1 × Z∗

1 ) \ (Zα
1 × Z∗α

1 ) be set of (dual-) cycles
containing a loop of size at least α (note that a loop may
refer to a subset of a 1-cycle or a dual-1-cycle). Then, we have

∥∥ρα
ap(β) − ρ(β)

∥∥
1 =

∑
(γ,γ ′)∈V

Prβ(γ,γ ′). (115)

We can bound the above equation using the following relation:

∑
(γ,γ ′)∈V

Prβ(γ,γ ′)

�
∑

loops l∈Z1∪Z∗
1|l|�α

∑
(c1,c

′
1)∈Z1×Z∗

1
l⊆c1 or l⊆c′

1

Prβ(c1,c
′
1) (116)

�
∑

loops l∈Z1∪Z∗
1|l|�α

e−2β|l| ∑
(c1,c

′
1)∈Z1×Z∗

1
l�c1 and l�c′

1

Prβ(c1,c
′
1) (117)

�
∑

loops l∈Z1∪Z∗
1|l|�α

e−2β|l| (118)

�
∑
k�α

N (k)e−2βk, (119)

where N (k) is the number of loops in Z1 ∪ Z∗
1 of size k.

For the cubic lattice C, the number of loops N (k) of size k

can be bounded by N (k) � 2 6
5 |	0|5k (we can upper bound

the number of possible loops by counting the number of
nonbacktracking walks: a nonbacktracking walk can begin
at any vertex and can move in at most five independent

directions). Therefore, provided β > ln(5)/2, we have

∑
(γ,γ ′)∈V

Prβ(γ,γ ′) � 12

5
|	0|

∞∑
k=α

e−k[2β−ln(5)] (120)

= c′|	0|e−α[2β−ln(5)], (121)

where c′ = 12/5(1 − e[ln(5)−2β]) is independent of d. Since
|	0| = (d + 1)3, the error in Eq. (114) is exponentially small
in α, provided the temperature is below a critical temperature
Tc. Here, we have given a lower bound on Tc by 2/ ln(5). In
terms of the lattice size d we have∑

(γ,γ ′)∈V

Prβ(γ,γ ′) � O(d−c[2β−ln(5)]+3). (122)

Choosing c � 3/[2β − ln(5)], we have δ = c[2β − ln(5)] −
3 > 0 and the claim follows. Notice that this argument shows
that large-loop excitations in the RBH thermal state are
suppressed, and is similar to Peierls’ argument for spontaneous
magnetization in the two-dimensional Ising model [66].

Now we show that for these values of T and α, there exists
an error-correction map E such that

Tr
{
E
[
ρα

ap(β)
]
(M1 + M2)

}
� 2 − O(d−δ). (123)

Indeed, notice that if d is large enough, the approximate state
contains no homologically nontrivial excitations, as they must
have length at least d. These are the only types of errors that
reduce the expectation value of M1, and so the approximate
state satisfies

Tr
[
ρα

ap(β)M1
] = Tr

(
ρα

ap

)
(124)

= 1 −
∑

(γ,γ ′)∈V

Prβ(γ,γ ′) (125)

� 1 − O(d−δ) (126)

using Eq. (122). The only types of errors in the approximate
state that reduce M2 are dual-1-cycles containing a loop
that wraps around a boundary component of ∂�2 = SL

2 � SR
2 .

Therefore, any excitation in ρα
ap(β) that gives rise to an error

is contained within an α/2 neighborhood of SL
1 and SR

1 . By
measuring all cluster terms K(σ2) in an α/2 neighborhood
of ∂�2 one can determine the location of any possible error
cycles (for sufficiently large d, these α/2 neighborhoods are
nonintersecting). Then, depending on the parity of the number
of error loops, one can apply a correction operator Z(γ ′) for
some dual-1-cycle γ ′ wrapping around SL

2 or SR
2 , that returns

ρα
ap(β) to the +1 eigenspace of M2. Letting E denote the

measurement and recovery steps (which in particular does not
change the expectation value of the other membrane operator
M1 since the recovery is a local unitary), the approximate
state similarly satisfies Tr{E[ρα

ap(β)]M2} � 1 − O(d−δ), and
therefore Eq. (123) holds.

Finally, let E be the aforementioned error-correction map,
using an argument similar to that in Lemma 3, we have∣∣ Tr

{
E
[
ρα

ap(β)
]
(M1 + M2)

} − Tr{E[ρC(β)](M1 + M2)}∣∣
� 2

∥∥E[
ρα

ap(β)
] − E[ρC(β)]

∥∥
1 (127)
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� 2
∥∥ρα

ap(β) − ρC(β)
∥∥

1 (128)

� O(d−δ). (129)

Then, using Eq. (123) we have that

O�[ρC(β)] � 1 − O(d−δ), (130)

completing the proof. �
Lemma 4 tells us that O�[ρC(β)] → 1 in the limit of infinite

system size. This, along with Lemma 3, shows that the RBH
cluster model, protected by 1-form symmetry, has nontrivial
SPT order for temperatures 0 � T � Tc. The key ingredient
in the proof is that large loop configurations are energetically
suppressed in the low-temperature phase, and this results in
a type of string tension. This is the characteristic behavior
of the Z2 lattice gauge theory in three dimensions, and we
make this connection precise in the next subsection. Above
the critical temperature, the string tension disappears as large
error cycles become entropically favorable [67,68] and thus
O�[ρC(β)] will approach 0. We correspondingly expect the
SPT order to disappear above Tc.

D. Comparison with a three-dimensional Ising gauge model

Having proved that the nontrivial SPT order of the RBH
model under the 1-form symmetry survives at nonzero tem-
perature, we now compare it to a three-dimensional Ising gauge
model [67,69]. This comparison is natural because the 1-form
symmetry of the RBH model and the gauge symmetry of the
three-dimensional Ising gauge model are closely related. The
model can be defined on the same lattice C as the RBH model,
and the Hamiltonian is given by a sum of plaquette terms

HIG = −
∑

σ2∈	2

Z(∂σ2) −
∑

σ1∈	1

Z(∂∗σ1). (131)

We notice that the first and second terms are supported on
disjoint sublattices so that HIG describes two decoupled copies
of a three-dimensional Ising gauge model on the cubic lattice.
This model has local gauge symmetries, which are the 1-form
operators of Eq. (72).

Excitations of this model take the form of looplike objects,
and can be created by products of Pauli X operators. These
looplike excitations have an energy cost proportional to their
length in the same way as the RBH model with 1-form
symmetry. Indeed, the spectrum of HIG is identical to that of
the RBH model HC with 1-form symmetry enforced, and one
can construct a duality mapping between the 1-form symmetric
model HC and two copies of the three-dimensional Ising gauge
model HIG.

This Ising gauge model HIG has a low-temperature ordered
phase where the excitations have string tension, such that
large loops excitations are suppressed. The suppression of
large excitations was the necessary ingredient in the proof of
Lemma 4 which we use to show the nontriviality of the 1-form
symmetric RBH model at nonzero temperature. Therefore, the
lower bound of Tc in Lemma 4 of 2/ ln(5) ≈ 1.24 can be
increased to the critical temperature of the three-dimensional
Ising gauge model, which has been estimated via numerical
simulations [69] to be TIG ≈ 1.31.

It is worth noting that the model described by the
Hamiltonian HIG and the RBH model HC belong to distinct

phases at zero temperature under 1-form symmetries since the
three-dimensional Ising gauge model has long-range entangled
(topologically ordered) ground states. This distinction persists
to nonzero temperature T with 0 � T � Tc, as the HIG retains
the same order as the three-dimensional toric code [70].
Indeed, the three models, the trivial paramagnet HX, the
RBH model HC , and the three-dimensional Ising gauge theory
HIG, all have the same spectrum under 1-form symmetries
and belong to distinct symmetric phases for temperatures
0 � T � Tc. From the viewpoint of quantum information
processing tasks, each of these phases has distinct uses: HIG

can be used as a memory at nonzero temperature for the storage
of classical bits [70], while the RBH model HC is a universal
resource for MBQC at nonzero temperature.

IV. LOCALIZABLE ENTANGLEMENT

In the previous section, we have shown that the RBH
model possesses nontrivial SPT order at nonzero temperature
when protected by a 1-form symmetry, and we developed
order parameters that detect this nontrivial SPT phase. In
Sec. IV A we provide an operational interpretation for these
order parameters in terms of quantifying the entanglement that
can be localized between distant regions in the thermal state
through measurements in the bulk. This provides a connection
with the zero-temperature results in 1D SPT models [15],
where all nontrivial SPT-ordered ground states possess long-
range localizable entanglement. These order parameters are
also relevant in the context of quantum computation, as
localizable entanglement is the underlying mechanism through
which, via gate teleportation, the RBH thermal state functions
as a resource for measurement-based quantum computation.

In Sec. IV B we then turn our attention back to the standard
RBH model without symmetry, and reflect on the robustness of
this model for measurement-based quantum computation even
in the case where no symmetry is enforced. We find a per-
spective that error correction can be used to restore an effective
1-form symmetry, and when the correction is successful, the
model can be used to localize entanglement between distant
regions. This provides a direct link between thermal SPT phase
and fault-tolerant measurement-based quantum computation,
or more generically, high-error-threshold quantum computing
architectures.

A. Localizable entanglement in the 1-form SPT model

A primitive form of computation is the ability to generate
entanglement between distant regions. Localizable entangle-
ment L̃LR is the average entanglement (according to some
entanglement measure E) of the post measured state between
two regions L,R, maximized over all choices of single-site
measurements M on the complement of L ∪ R. Following
[71], the localizable entanglement is defined as

L̃LR(ρ) = max
M

∑
s

psE(ρs), (132)

where ρs = �sρ�s/Tr(�sρ) is the post-measurement state
associated with a local measurement projector �s =
|s1〉〈s1| ⊗ · · · ⊗ |sn〉〈sn| on (L ∪ R)c and measurement
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outcome s = (s1, . . . ,sn), and ps = Tr(�sρ) is the probability
of outcome s.

In general, maximizing over all possible local measure-
ments is difficult, but if the state ρ has a high degree of
symmetry, then the optimal measurement bases �s may
be determined from symmetry arguments [72]. For the 3D
cluster state with the 1-form symmetry, it is straightforward to
show (following [73,74]) that the optimal local measurement
bases for localizing entanglement are always the X basis,
i.e., one should perform local X measurements on all spins
in the bulk. The localizable entanglement of the state ρ

can then be expressed as the average entanglement of the
post-measurement state ρs across the L/R partition:

L̃LR(ρ) =
∑

s

psE(ρs). (133)

This entanglement is also known as the SPT entanglement [74],
and shown to be an order parameter for SPT phases protected
by onsite symmetries at zero temperature. We note that, in the
presence of the 1-form symmetry, localizable entanglement
and SPT entanglement are identical.

We now show that the order parameters O�(ρ) developed
in the previous section serve as a witness for localizable
entanglement of the thermal SPT state. We note that the
membrane operators M(�i) take the form

M(�i) = ML
i ⊗ Mbulk

i ⊗ MR
i , (134)

where the bulk region is the complement of L ∪ R. Since L

and R are two-dimensional slices, the restrictions ML
1 and MR

1
are one-dimensional strings of Pauli X operators, and ML

2 and
MR

2 are one-dimensional strings of Pauli Z operators. Consider
measurement of Pauli X on all qubits that either do not belong
to the two-dimensional slices L and R, or belong to 2-cells
of L and R. Then, the post-measured state is an eigenstate
of a pair of two-dimensional toric codes, each defined on the
slices L and R (see Ref. [25] for details). The membrane
operators restricted to these slices are equivalent to logical
operators of the two-dimensional toric codes, and in particular
may be written in terms of these logical operators as ML∪R

1 =
XL ⊗ XR and ML∪R

2 = ZL ⊗ ZR .
After performing the local X measurements on the bulk

qubits, the measurement projector �s projects into eigenstates
of Mbulk

i . Then, the single-qubit measurement outcomes can
be multiplied to infer the outcome of each bulk operator Mbulk

i .
This classical information is transmitted to L and R and we
can infer the ±1 outcomes of the logical operators XL ⊗ XR

and ZL ⊗ ZR for the post-measured state. Note that due to
the anticommutation relations of Eq. (93) these correlations
are that of a maximally entangled state encoded within two
two-dimensional toric codes. The order parameter of Eq. (94)
after measurement, 〈XL ⊗ XR + ZL ⊗ ZR〉/2, is therefore an
entanglement witness for the entanglement between topolog-
ical degrees of freedom. Note that measurement outcomes of
XL ⊗ XR and ZL ⊗ ZR for the post-measured state might
potentially depend on the choice of membrane Mbulk

i , but as
discussed in Sec. III C, we can freely deform the membrane
operators due to the 1-form symmetries, thus removing any
ambiguity. This entanglement enables gate teleportation in

the topological cluster-state quantum computing scheme [23],
using the thermal state as the resource state.

Having provided an operational interpretation of thermal
SPT order as localizable entanglement in measurement-based
quantum computation, we now briefly consider the physical
consequence of this localizable entanglement. Nontriviality of
SPT order manifests itself most dramatically through physical
properties on the boundaries. For instance, 1D nontrivial
SPT phases typically exhibit robust gapless boundary modes
similar to those in topological insulators. The aforementioned
localizable entanglement, or SPT entanglement, for 1D SPT
phases directly measures the boundary degeneracy that appears
when the system has open edges [74]. For three-dimensional
systems with symmetries, their two-dimensional boundaries
may exhibit robust gapless modes, symmetry-breaking phases,
and/or 2D topological order [40,41]. With 1-form symmetries
in the bulk, the boundary of the 3D cluster state at zero
temperature supports the two-dimensional toric code on
effective qubits localized near the boundary, and localizable
entanglement, as quantified by membrane operators, measures
the boundary degeneracy of the toric code on the boundaries.
It is tempting to speculate that the presence of localizable
entanglement at nonzero temperature in the 3D cluster state
suggests that this boundary topological order persists even at
nonzero temperature due to 1-form symmetries in the bulk.

B. Recovering effective 1-form symmetry with error correction

We have shown that the RBH model can retain its long-
range localizable entanglement at nonzero temperature when a
1-form symmetry is enforced. The original results of Ref. [25]
demonstrate, however, that this localizable entanglement
persists in the thermal state even without any symmetry
protection! This result is surprising because, as we have shown,
the protection of a 1-form symmetry is necessary to define
an SPT-ordered phase at nonzero temperature. To add to the
confusion, the transition in localizable entanglement in the
unprotected model, from long range at low temperature to
short range at high temperature, does not correspond to any
thermodynamic transition. Indeed, the Gibbs state of the RBH
model without symmetry protection has no thermodynamic
phase transition, and is equivalent to the Gibbs state of a
noninteracting paramagnet. What is the underlying quantum
order that persists up until this transition in localizable
entanglement?

We offer a resolution to this confusing situation, by demon-
strating that the persistence of localizable entanglement in the
RBH model to nonzero temperature can be understood through
imposing an effective 1-form symmetry in the unprotected
model via error correction. The 1-form operators are not
enforced a priori, but their eigenvalues are reconstructed via
the outcomes of the local measurements, and the resulting
state can be “restored” to the SPT-ordered thermal state. We
can therefore relax the symmetry requirement on the model,
provided it can be effectively restored through error correction.

Consider the thermal state ρ0(β) of the RBH model HC
where no symmetry is enforced. In the absence of a symmetry,
ρ0(β) is equivalent to the exact cluster state with local Z errors
applied to each qubit with probability p = [1 + exp(2β)]−1,
as shown in Ref. [25]. In order to restore the 1-form symmetry,
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we follow the error-correction scheme detailed in Ref. [25],
which is based on the techniques of Ref. [60]. We now outline
the steps involved with this procedure and we note that error
correction proceeds on each sublattice independently.

First, consider the measurement of all 1-form operators in
the local generating set G̃ = {S(∂σ3),S(∂∗σ0)|σ3 ∈ 	3,σ0 ∈
	0} given by Eq. (73), and let {sb = ±1} be the set of
corresponding measurement outcomes. A syndrome is the set
of all operators in G̃ which return measurement outcome −1
and can be found as the dual boundary ∂∗(c′

1) of an error chain
Z(c′

1), and the boundary ∂c1 of an error chain Z(c1), where
c1 ∈ C1 and c′

1 ∈ C∗
1 . To recover the 1-form symmetry, one can

identify a recovery 1-chain γ1 ∈ C1 and dual-1-chain γ ′
1 ∈ C∗

1
such that

∂(γ1 + c1) = 0 and ∂∗(γ ′
1 + c′

1) = 0. (135)

The recovery operator U{sb} = Z(γ1)Z(γ ′
1) is a product of

Pauli Z operators, which is dependent on the measurement
outcomes. The post-correction state is

ρsym =
∑
{sb}

U{sb}
(
�{sb}ρin�{sb}

)
U

†
{sb}, (136)

where �{sb} is the projection operator onto subspace with
syndrome values {sb}. Since this error-corrected state ρsym

is 1-form symmetric by construction, its nontriviality under
1-form symmetries, in a sense of the circuit complexity, can
be defined.

We have recovered the 1-form symmetry, but we have to
determine when the error correction is successful, as the choice
of recovery chains satisfying Eq. (135) is not arbitrary. The
measure of success is determined by the usefulness of the
post-correction state for localizing entanglement, as we will
discuss. We say error correction is successful if the recovery
chains γ1 and γ ′

1 satisfy

γ1 + c1 ∈ B1 and γ ′
1 + c′

1 ∈ B∗
1 , (137)

meaning they are homologically trivial. This means we only
need to find recovery chains that are equivalent to γ1 and γ ′

1 up
to a 1-boundary and a dual-1-boundary, respectively. Optimal
error correction finds the most probable equivalence class of
chains satisfying Eqs. (135) and (137) for the given syndrome
and is known as maximum-likelihood decoding [60].

The error correction succeeding is equivalent to the post-
correction state ρsym having the same +1 expectation values
of the operators X(z2) and X(z′

2) as the cluster state, where
z2 ∈ Z2 is a nontrivial 2-cycle, and z′

2 ∈ Z∗
2 is a nontrivial dual-

2-cycle. In this case, the corrected state can be reliably used to
localize entanglement between distant regions L and R since
the measurement outcomes of bulk of the membrane operators
Mbulk

i in Eq. (134) can be accurately determined. In the case
that γ1 + c1 or γ ′

1 + c′
1 are homologically nontrivial, then we

say a logical error has occurred, and there is no entanglement
in the post-measured state.

Throughout the above discussion, an important conse-
quence of the localizable entanglement protocol is that one can
defer the error-correction procedure until after the single-qubit
measurements have been performed. In particular, rather than
measure 1-form operators explicitly, one can perform all of
the single-qubit X measurements first and take products of

T

p

-

-

pc

disordered

T∞

T0

ordered

Nishimori line

FIG. 11. Sketch of the phase diagram of the three-dimensional
random-plaquette Z2 gauge theory [60]. The random-plaquette Z2

gauge theory has ±1 couplings, and the fraction of negative couplings
is labeled p, the disorder strength. The disorder strength p is on
the horizontal axis, and temperature T is on the vertical axis. The
solid black line is the boundary between the ordered and disordered
phases. The Nishimori point at (pc,T0) lies at the intersection of
the phase boundary and the Nishimori line e−2β = p/(1 − p). The
critical temperatures of H (λ) in the limiting case of λ = 0,∞ are
depicted on the vertical axis. For intermediate values λ ∈ (0,∞), if
correlation between plaquette-random variables is ignored, the critical
temperature is expected to interpolate between T0 and T∞.

measurement outcomes to infer the eigenvalues of the 1-form
operators G̃. One can classically process the measurement
outcomes to identify the post-measured state, as pointed out
in Ref. [25]. This gives perspective on why the localizable
entanglement persists in the thermal RBH model without
symmetry protection, as the measurement outcomes used to
localize entanglement also provide the potential for error
correction.

A subtlety in this argument is the fact that the definition
of ρsym depends on the error-correction protocol, which
determines the choice of recovery map U{sb} in Eq. (136).
In order to discuss the hidden SPT-order in an initial state
ρ0(β), it is sensible to use the optimal quantum error correction
protocol to construct the 1-form symmetric ensemble ρsym. The
question of finding a threshold for this optimal error correction
can be rephrased as a problem of finding a phase transition in a
certain statistical mechanical model, the random-plaquette Z2

gauge theory in three dimensions [60]. The random-plaquette
Z2 gauge theory undergoes a phase transition between a
low-temperature ordered and a high-temperature disordered
phase [75]. The ordered phase corresponds to the ability to
successfully perform error correction with a high success prob-
ability in the RBH model at low temperature. The threshold
can be found at the critical point in the three-dimensional
random-plaquette Z2 gauge theory along the Nishimori line
(see Fig. 11). The critical point corresponds to a temperature
of T0 ≈ 0.6, which lower bounds the transition in localizable
entanglement [25]. It is thus natural to speculate that the
thermal SPT order in ρ0(β) persists up to T0.

So far, we have considered the thermal state of the RBH
model both with and without 1-form symmetries enforced.
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A natural family of models which interpolates between these
two cases is the symmetric Hamiltonian of Eq. (4), with finite
strength symmetry terms

H (λ) = HC − λ
∑
Sb∈G̃

Sb, λ � 0. (138)

In the limit of λ → ∞, the thermal state is the 1-form
symmetric state, for which measurement of the operators
G̃ always returns +1. As we have discussed, the related
statistical model is the three-dimensional Ising gauge theory
(or, equivalently, the random-plaquette Z2 gauge theory with
no randomness), which has a critical temperature at T∞ ≈ 1.3.
Below this temperature we can always localize entanglement
between distant boundaries.

For intermediate values of λ ∈ (0,∞), excitations also have
an additional energy cost at their boundaries (proportional
to λ), as there is a finite energy penalty to violating the
symmetry. Increasing λ penalizes excitations which cannot
be successfully corrected, leading to increased success rate
if the same protocol is used. Finding the success rate
appears difficult, as the corresponding statistical model is
three-dimensional random-plaquetteZ2 gauge theory, but with
correlation between the plaquette random variables. If one
neglects these correlations (which will be valid for small
λ), then the transition temperature for finite λ would be
approximated by the line separating the order and disorder
phases in the phase diagram of the three-dimensional random-
plaquette Z2 gauge theory (see Fig. 11).

We remark that the protocol dependence of characterizing
topological order of thermal states is a generic challenge,
both in the presence or absence of symmetries. It has been
shown by Hastings that the 4D toric code is topologically
ordered at sufficiently small but finite temperature using the
fact that quantum error-correction protocol reliably works at
low temperature [2].

V. OUTLOOK

Stability of thermal SPT order provides a physical account
for the surprisingly high-error threshold attained in quantum
computing architectures involving the 3D cluster state as well
as a guiding principle to look for useful resource states for
fault-tolerant quantum computation. Our work also opens
avenues for studies of higher-form SPT phases and their
thermal properties with possible applications to quantum
information processing as well as realizations of higher-form
symmetries. Despite the theoretical beauty of higher-form SPT
phases, the practical challenge was that physically realistic
condensed matter systems do not naturally seem to possess
higher-form symmetries. Our perspective on error correction
in the 3D cluster state suggests that 1-form symmetries can
emerge from error correction even if we do not impose them
as physical symmetries. This raises an intriguing possibility
of realizing higher-form symmetries in an emergent manner
through quantum error correction. With this perspective, one
can ask whether the three-dimensional models of Refs. [26,27],
which have thermal states that are universal for MBQC,
have underlying symmetries that give rise to SPT order at
nonzero temperature. In addition, our generalized definition
of topological order at nonzero temperature in the presence

of symmetries may be of independent interest as it pro-
vides insight into generalizing the Davies map formalism
to simulate thermalization for quantum many-body systems
with symmetries. This may be interesting in the context of
symmetry-enriched topological phases, where the stability of
a quantum memory may be enhanced by symmetry.

Thermal SPT phases are likely to find other applications in
a broader context of fault-tolerant quantum computation. One
particularly promising avenue is single-shot error correction
[76], which can significantly reduce the computational over-
head in quantum computation. Conventional error correction
needs to take into account a possibility of faulty measurements,
and thus repeated measurements are required to get reliable
syndrome values. Single-shot error correction, where each
syndrome is measured only once, is possible for topological
stabilizer quantum codes which retain topological order at
nonzero temperature [76]. While this observation relates
thermal topological order to single-shot error correction, what
remains as a puzzle is the fact that the 3D gauge color code
[77,78], an example of a subsystem quantum code, also admits
single-shot error correction. This fact strongly suggests that
the gauge color code retains some sort of order at nonzero
temperature, but such thermal order would appear to be
in conflict with the thermal instability of topological order
at nonzero temperature in all the known three-dimensional
models [3]. Our findings on thermal SPT-order hints that the
3D gauge color code may possess SPT order protected by
some set of symmetry operators that enable single-shot error
correction.

Our perspective of the nontrivial 1-form SPT model as a
gapped domain wall described in Sec. III raises an interesting
question concerning topological defects associated with such
a 3D domain wall. In a two-dimensional toric code, defects
associated with the endpoints of a gapped domain wall can
be viewed as Majorana fermions [79]. This observation led
to a huge body of work on characterizations of topological
defects in two-dimensional topologically ordered systems
[80,81]. In our construction of a three-dimensional gapped
domain wall associated with a nontrivial 1-form SPT model,
its two-dimensional boundary may be viewed as some kind
of topological defect in the 4D toric code. Characterization
of such higher-dimensional defects and their thermal stability
may be an interesting future question. We note also that the
thermal stability of Majorana fermions in nanowires is also
of interest [82,83] and our characterization of thermal SPT
stability may contribute to this work.
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